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Abstract
The role of admissions counselors has become pivotal to the mission of enrollment
management in higher education. Admissions Counselors have evolved from serving as
personnel that provides counseling to students to one that expands to include marketing to
concurrent high school classes and students. As a result, the discipline has seen an increase in the
number of counselors entering the workforce and has experienced a steady progression of career
opportunities and advancement in the field of admissions (Phair, 2014). Nonetheless, college
graduates are more likely to apply for these positions though limited support for career
advancement exists due to these roles' convenience. This study's scope focused on admissions
counselors and recruiters' job competencies from the 2018 job market. Fifty-nine institutions
were randomly selected to participate in this study. These institutions represented four-year
public and private institutions within the four major regions in the United States: “Midwest,”
“Northeast,” “South,” and “West. Eight hundred forty qualifications (both required and
preferred) listed within the job postings of these institutions were analyzed, and a comparison
was made to determine the similarities with those posting and to those competencies prescribed
by NACAC in 2000. These listings for admissions counseling/recruiting job descriptions were
found online on the following sites: Higheredjobs, LinkedIn, NACAC, and the AACRAO
website. A content analysis was used to transcribe the qualitative data to quantitative figures.
This study draws from Hoffman and Bresciani (2012) 's work, who conducted a mixed-methods
analysis to investigate job competencies and how they were listed within the job descriptions for
student affairs practitioners. Though the work of Hoffman and Bresciani (2012) provided a
comprehensive review of job postings and accounted for approximately 1,800 job listings, only
2.6%, or 45 postings, were in the area of admissions and enrollment management, further
iii

proving that this area has been limitedly investigated. The results of this study suggest that the
ability to “effectively communicate with students” and “assist with transitioning from the
application stage to the point of enrollment” are still top competencies; however, new
competencies should be considered to be effective in the role of an admissions counselor in the
21st century.

Keywords: admissions counselors, NACAC competencies,
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
As higher education institutions' mission continues to evolve, admissions practitioners
are forced to take on new roles and responsibilities, perform new tasks, and often be
responsible for the survival of the institution as it relates to enrollment growth (Phair, 2014).
The role has changed from one where counselors spent more time providing counseling to
students to one that is more focused on constant marketing to concurrent high school classes.
Although the demand for more counselors and modified roles have fluctuated over the years
during peak moments like during the Great Depression, Post World War II, and the Baby
Boomer Era (Swann & Henderson, 1998), there has been a steady increase in the number of
counselors joining the field and the evolution of career opportunities and advancement in the
field of admissions (Phair, 2014). Phair reports that recent college graduates looking to break
into the workforce usually occupy these positions. Still, the job is seen more as a convenient
opportunity versus a career. Despite these opportunities for career growth, many practitioners
are discovering there is no formalized career path to a career in admissions counseling;
however, counselors are expected to learn new skills and gain competencies outside of those t
usually related to the college recruiting to be successful. Because of the ambiguity of the
required competencies and career trajectory, more than 60 percent of admissions counselors
were either looking to find a career outside of admissions or were unsure about staying in
admission within three years of being hired, according to Phair (2014) in her 2014 survey
report on admissions officers.
As colleges and universities have amended their mission to be more inclusive, the
counselor's roles and responsibilities have changed (Phair, 2014). Phair mentions with the
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growing need for admissions counselors to contribute to the success of the institution, the
college admissions field has created job opportunities for those who wish to pursue careers
within college admissions field. Despite the 10% expected growth over the next 10 years in
postsecondary education administrators, which encompasses admissions officer (Occupational
Outlook Handbook, 2017-18), there is a convoluted path to establishing a direct path in this
profession, especially since the field offers very little training and few certifications (Phair,
2014). This stems from the fact that admissions has often times been overlooked as a career
option and viewed more as a job opportunity requiring minimal experience, as Phair describes
in her survey report. Many practitioners attribute the lack of an identified career path as the
primary reason entry level workers have no awareness as to what is involved in the admissions
profession and therefore fail to see the field as more than another job. With the lack of formal
training and changes to the job based on institutional goals, there has been a challenge to
identify the skills and competencies that parallel with success in the field (Barnes, 2009).
Problem Statement
College admissions is housed under the overarching umbrella of student affairs
(Hoffman & Bresciani, 2012). Hoffman and Bresciani (2012) conducted a mixed methods
analysis to investigate job competencies and how they were listed within the job descriptions
for student affairs practitioners. Although the researchers analyzed almost 1,800 job postings,
only 2.6%, or 45 postings, were in the area of admissions and enrollment management, further
proving that the this area has been limitedly investigated. In the absence of student affairs
defined competencies, there are associations that highlight the responsibilities, ethical
practices, and core competencies of an admissions’ professional. These include the National
Association of College Admissions Counseling (NACAC), the American Association of
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Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers (AACRAO), and the College of University
Professional Association for Human Resources (CUPA-HR) (Phair, 2014). Although these
organizations exist and receive high praise from new admissions professionals who are firsttime attendants, many admissions counselors do not have the opportunity to attend and are
excluded from the professional development that takes place.
According to Swann & Henderson (1998), the National Association of College
Admissions Counseling, or NACAC, released the Statement on Counselor Competencies
(SOCC), in 1991 (see Appendix A), that were later revised and published in 2000. This guide
describes the eight competencies prescribed for admissions counselors. As NACAC states in
the Introduction of the SOCC, these competencies were created because “Existing counselor
education programs provide little or no attention to the precollege guidance and counseling
aspect of the school guidance program, and there is an absence of formal and informal training
programs for professional counselors who function in admission programs and carry the
admission counselor designation at the college or university level” (Statement on Counselor
Competencies, 2000, p. 1).
Although these job competencies are comprehensive and provide a foundation for the
field, this list has not been updated since 2000 (see Appendix B). There are some entry-level
skills that parallel with the Statement of Counselor Competencies, like verbal communication
and interpersonal skills; however, there are new competencies that are required for counselors
like marketing/public relations and career advising that were not listed in the Statement of
Counselor Competencies in 2000 (Phair, 2014). Therefore, there is an opportunity to review
the Statement of Counselor Competencies, analyze the relevance of the current competencies,
and examine if there are additional competencies needed in today’s time.
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Background of the Problem
Ruffalo Noel-Levitz and NACAC publish annual reports that describe the recruiting
tactics that universities employ and the effect it has on attracting students to the institution
(Clinedinst, Koranteng, & Nicola, 2015; Ruffalo Noel-Levitz, 2017). These studies use
inferential statistics to represent the larger group of admissions practitioners, but there is little
to no statistical methodology that disaggregates the tactics implemented to be successful in this
field (Phair, 2014). Every year the National Association for College Admissions Counseling
distributes the State of Colleges Admissions, an annual guide that surveys both school
counselors and college admissions counselors from across the nation to highlight the key points
and areas of concern for students, parents, and practitioners (Clinedinst, Koranteng, & Nicola,
2015). This distribution has been pivotal for admissions offices to discover best practices
across the country. While the guide highlights best recruiting tactics, the directors of these
admissions offices are also surveyed as to what they value as important when casting
admissions decisions.
Although this is beneficial for targeting specific students, it is not enough to describe all
of the competencies needed to be efficient, as recruitment has evolved to include much more
than just talking to counselors and students (Phair, 2014). This is especially true given the
increase in the number of transfer and international students who submit applications to the
four-year institutions (Clinedinst et al, 2015). From 2015 to 2016 the number of transfer
students submitting applications increased by one percent, while the number of international
students submitting applications increased by 13 percent. And while some recruitment tactics
like “website” and “email” are universally considered important regardless of the target
audience, other strategies like “college fairs” and “direct mail” are considered more effective
4

for first time freshmen, but not so much for transfer and international students, according to the
Statement on College Admissions survey administered by NACAC (Clinedinst et al, 2015).
Despite the enrollment number for transfer and international students are increasing
(Clinedinst et al, 2015), the overall enrollment for four-year colleges and universities has over
the last three years after two decades of steady growth (National Student Clearinghouse
Research Center, 2017). Although many factors can attribute to this decline, including a
smaller high school applicant pool attributed to the end of the baby boomer children and
grandchildren graduating (Finder, 200X), college are finding that a large contributor to
staggering enrollment rates is the lack of affordable college tuition and students are
withdrawing before completing a program (Georgetown University, 2017). Although college
admissions officers are experiencing growth in the number of applications and admitting more
students (Clandestine & Koranteng, 2017), approximately half a million college ready students
are leaving the institution early because they have trouble paying for college (Georgetown
University, 2017). In addition to financial issues, students face cultural and academic barriers
that may cause underperformance, especially at open access institutions (Carnevale, 2013), and
attribute to the reduced college completion rate; this can have long term effects and contribute
to the national debt crisis (Complete College America, 2014).
With as many as 13% of part-time students graduating in eight years from four-year
institutions, the tendency for students to either withdraw or not complete has become a
dilemma across college campuses. In addition, only 19 percent and 36 percent of full-time
students graduate within the recommended four years at high research and very high research
institutions respectively (Complete College America, 2014). This has significant impact
economically as the national student loan debt has surpassed a trillion dollars, not including the
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amount of money that parents spend and borrow to support their child’s tuition. The students
spend on average of $23,000 per year on tuition at a four-year institution. When factoring the
median income of approximately $45,000 for a student after obtaining a degree from these
institutions, a student can account for a loss of $68,000 every year that they are enrolled after
the four-year expected graduation timeframe.
Although this dilemma is more than just an admissions issue, institutional departments
often blame the Office of Admissions for not recruiting students that will be successful in the
institution (Mattern, Woo, Hossler & Wyatt, 2010). Over the last two decades, there has been a
shift towards lawmakers and policymakers evaluating institutional efficiency on student
persistence and graduation, and the Higher Education Opportunity Act of 2008 mandates that
colleges and universities provide data on the institutional graduation rate (National
Postsecondary Education Cooperative, 2009). On the college campus, there are conflicting
views as to who is ultimately responsible for student retention and graduation. Academic
administrators and faculty members often criticize admissions professionals with being more
concerned about meeting enrollment goals and negating consideration of enrolling students
who are a good fit for the institution. Comparatively, admissions offices and practitioners feel
added pressure from the administration to recruit more students and believe that the leadership
lacks the understanding of the rigor involved with the field (Phair, 2014).
Despite the contrasting views opinions amongst practitioners, there is a trend in
admission offices to recruit students who are a good fit for the institution with the hopes that
they will persist and ultimately graduate (Mattern et al, 2010). If counselors do not have the
competencies needed to understand how to identify with students and market their institution
as a best fit for students individually, there can be an influx of students who enroll but never
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graduate based on students never acclimating to the institution. This will result in students
withdrawing or not completing, which will ultimately result in decreased funding for the
institution (Complete College America, 2014).
Although the Statement of Counselor Competencies were developed and relevant 17
years ago, there has been limited to no studies that have evaluated these competencies since; it
is imperative for more analysis on the current competencies considering the country has
changed technologically, demographically, and economically over the last 15 years (Carnevale,
Smith, Melton, & Price, 2015).
Purpose of the Study
Although there have been reports like Phair’s Career Paths for Admission Officers: A
Survey Report (2014), which have looked at career advancement in the field of admissions,
none have focused on the relevancy of or need for admission counselor competencies. The
purpose of this study is to examine the job competencies of admissions counselors and
recruiters from today and compare them to those prescribed by NACAC in 2000. A content
analysis will be used to compare and contrast current admissions officer job descriptions to the
job competencies listed from NACAC. Since content analysis has been described by
researchers as a “flexible method for analyzing text data” (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005, p. 1), this
study will compare textual data, analyze qualitative data, and compare quantitatively (Hsieh et
al, 2005).
Research Question
This study will be guided by the following research question:
Are the job competencies associated with admissions counselors/recruiters at 4-year
public and private institutions as prescribed by NACAC in 2000 still relevant in 2018?
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In addition to the primary research question, the study will also examine secondary research
questions to highlight the varying descriptive statistical differences amongst the various
institutions where admissions counselors/recruiters may work. These questions are as follows:
R1: Are the job competencies associated with admissions
counselors/recruiters at 4-year public and private institutions as prescribed by
NACAC in 2000 still relevant today?
R2: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at
institutions based on institutional type?
R3: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at
institutions based on Carnegie Classification?
R4: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at
institutions based on the size of the institutional?
R5: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at
institutions based on the MSI (Minority Serving Institution MSI) denotation
versus ones that do not qualify as an MSI?
Significance of the Study
This study is significant as there is a need to examine the current competencies required for the
admissions counselor field. Admissions officers are positioned by the Bureau of Labor and
Statistics (BLS) within the area of postsecondary education administration, which, is expected
to increase by nine percent by 2022 (Occupational Outlook Handbook, 2016). Although the
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BLS gives competencies of decision-making admissions officers, it lacks the
comprehensiveness to include the majority of admissions counselors who are entry level.
Despite the changing landscape of students who are pursuing higher education, admissions
counselors remain responsible for attracting students that can both be accepted and graduate
from the institution (Mathis, 2010). This aim of this study is to determine if a revised set of
competencies are needed to be effective as an admissions counselor.
Definition of Terms
The following definitions are relevant for the study:
1. Admissions Counselor – assist and maintain the enrollment status of institutions of
higher education through various recruitment activity and promote institutional fit,
counseling, and partnerships (Sanders & Perfetto, 1993).
2. Strategic Enrollment Management, or SEM, is “a comprehensive process for helping an
institution achieve and maintain optimum recruitment, retention, and graduation rates.”
(Mathis, 2010, p. 55)
3. NACAC – National Association of College Admissions Counseling (About NACAC,
n.d.)
4. AACRAO - American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers
(About AACRAO, n.d.)
5. Competency - Spencer and Spencer define a competency as “an underlying
characteristic of an individual that is casually related to criterion-referenced effective
and/or superior performance in a job or situation.” (Spencer & Spencer, 1993, p. 9).
There are five distinctive characteristics to job competencies: Motives, traits, selfconcept, knowledge, and skills (Spencer & Spencer, 1993). These five competencies
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are disaggregated into two levels: the visible competencies and the hidden
competencies. The visible competencies are skills and motives and are easier to build
through training and coaching. The hidden competencies are more difficult to cultivate
and develop because they are based on personality and are usually deeply rooted.
6. Job description - “a brief written description of work – it’s a snapshot intended to
communicate the essence of the job” (Brannick, Levine, & Morgeson, 2007, p.3).
Assumptions, Limitations, and Delimitations
Assumptions
Competencies prescribed by NACAC may still be useful today but are not comprehensive of
the skills needed to be effective in today’s society. There is a need to update the competencies
for admissions counselors and recruiters to include competencies that are relevant today with
the changing world
Limitations
Some of the limitations of the study will be the ambiguity of knowing how many
institutions have readily available job descriptions for admissions counselors. Since the
recruitment season begins in late August, but this study will take place early Spring, there is an
uncertainty that there will be a large pool of job descriptions to sample as institutions may not
have begun their job search for counselors. Another limitation to the study is that the
researcher will examine job statements that are listed in the “qualification” section of the job
postings. This will include both required and preferred qualifications. This approach may
exclude statements listed in the job postings that describe some of the competencies needed for
the position, as some postings may include competencies listed in other parts of the job
specifications, (i.e. duties and responsibilities).
10

Delimitation
The delimitations of the study are important as it shapes the parameters of the study.
Although this study will examine competencies related to admissions counselors and recruiters,
community colleges and for-profit institutions will be omitted, since these institutions serve a
different population and compared to four-year public and private institutions. In addition, this
study will conduct a directed content analysis on job descriptions that are listed on
Higheredjobs.com, the NACAC and AACRAO websites, the Chronicle of Higher Education,
and on LinkedIn.
Conclusion
This chapter provided a brief overview of the area of admissions and the need for job
competency analysis as well as a rationale for the need for this study. A description of the
problem and background were discussed, how the study will be significant to professionals in
the field, and limitations and delimitations provided parameters for the study. In the next
chapter, an in-depth review of the literature will be discussed, highlighting the history of the
field, developments and changes that have impacted the job, and greater impact for the need to
reexamine the competencies. Chapter three will provide the methodological approach, directed
content analysis and why this method is relevant to the study, the approach to data collection,
the population examined, and theoretical framework.
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Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
History of Admissions and College Recruitment
Although the process of admissions has been around since the first institution, a more
formal process is only about 40 years old (Rentz, Zhang, & Ebooks, 2011). There has been a
battle of quantity versus quality regarding admissions officers since the first college was
established in America back in 1636 (Johnson, 2000). In the original expansion of colonial
colleges in the New World, quality and quantity debates were minimal and often coexisted
peacefully (Swann & Henderson, 1998). Under Harvard’s original establishment, there was not
an emphasis placed on number of students nor the type of student as the student body consisted
of the clergy and religious scholars (Rentz et al, 2011). In addition to an educated clergy, the
mission of the first institutions was to train leaders charged with developing civilization
(Swann at el, 1998).
As early as the first Ivy League institutions, the emergence of two distinctive parts of
the admissions missions arose (Rentz et al, 2011). On the one hand, these admissions officers
were described as gatekeepers. They looked for quality and practiced an approach that
involved a selective process where the admissions officer collaborates with a committee
comprised of faculty members to decide who is selected and who is denied. This fateful day
went on to be known as Bloody Monday. On the other hand, there were your headhunters.
They followed a quantity approach that involved admissions officers using more marketing
tactics to attract more students to as a mechanism to stay in business. These two practices
coexisted depending on the time period and the institution. Today, there is still an institutional
debate between quality and quantity.
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The right background for attending the university entailed having an understanding of
the English language and having credible character; selective colleges, at the time, looked for
students who were proficient in Latin and Greek (Hossler, 2004). This was before the evolution
of the junior colleges, so most American colleges had remedial schools associated with them to
prepare students for college admissions.
While these institutions were regarded as selective, other institutions did not have the
luxury of letting students seek them out. Instead, they went after prospective students. This
practice emerged as America grew during the 19th century and began to expand to the western
part of the country. At the beginning of the American Revelation, there were nine colleges in
the American colonies (Swann et al, 1998). By the time the Civil War began, the number of
colleges had ballooned to 250 institutions, which excludes the approximately 450 institutions
that had begun and failed during this time. To put this into perspective, Hossler describes how
there were four colleges for the 23,000,000 occupants in England, while 37 colleges were
established for the 3,000,000 citizens of Ohio in the 1870s (Hossler, 2004). As towns and cities
began to sprout, so did the rapid growth of colleges and institutions, for “the presence of a
college in a town was viewed as a clear signal to current and prospective residents that the
town was becoming a major center and a good place to live” (Hossler, 2004, p. 65). Although
many of the institutions were small, focused more of preparatory work, and had no more than
three faculty members, they were still identified as colleges (Hossler, 2004).
By the 1930s, the objective criteria for college admissions had become widespread
throughout the nation, with as many as 25 Ivy League institutions adopting the SAT (Swann et
al, 1998). This adoption formally allowed colleges and universities to create themselves as
actual selective institutions. The more selective the institution, the more prestige that followed.
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Despite the evolution of selective institutions, the 1930s was the year of the salesman image of
the college recruiter (Rentz et al, 2011). As the Great Depression took the country on a
downward spiral, so did the number of college applications. This continued into the 1940s with
the entrance into World War II. The war had a serious impact on the survival of American
colleges and universities (Cardozier, 1993). Many institutions struggled to keep enrollment up,
attract students, fill seats, and ultimately avoid closing. If it were not for the training programs
conducted on the college campuses by the Armed Forces, several institutions probably would
have folded. In fact, one-third of the established institution closed as a result of the war. The
war also shaped how some institutions viewed elitism. College curricula begin to shift from
humanities and social sciences to more applicable fields like engineering and business.
Campuses had to modify the services it provided to students, evaluate who was academically
prepared for college, and how they could assist students once they enrolled.
Within smaller institutions, there became the evolution of the admissions counselor (Hossler,
2004). He acted as a sales representative. Prior to the admissions counselor, the president of the
college would travel to various farms and market the college to the sons of farmers and
merchants since only males were allowed to attend college at that time. This was in addition to
fundraising, acting as dean, and carrying out all the duties that we would see the president of
the 21st century perform. The more formal process of the role of admissions counselors evolved
as the need for enrollment grew, which ultimately led to the creation of the Office of
Admissions established by Columbia University in 1915 (Swann et al, 1998)
The Office of Admissions
The Office of Admissions has had a tumultuous journey as they have progressed from
being overly selective and siloed to more of a constituent in academia (Hossler, 2004). Early
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admissions offices did not have the infrastructure like they do today (Duffy & Goldberg,
1998). Before the mid-1950s, the office consisted of a professional and a secretary. This was
feasible because students were not applying to multiple institutions and were usually accepted
to the public college of their choice. Although the admissions officer would sometimes work
and have split responsibilities with other areas of administration and faculty, the strongest
collaboration was with the high school guidance counselor. The admissions officer would visit
the high school, meet with the counselors and the recommended student, and an admissions
decision would be made on the spot. Today, admissions officers face challenges with recruiting
students as the average applies to seven institutions and rely on social media, word of mouth,
and financial aid packages before rendering a decision (Clandestine et al, 2015). This has
significant impact on institutional enrollment as overall enrollment has slightly decline since its
peak in 2013.
The Role and Responsibilities of the Admission’s Counselor
The roles and responsibilities of admissions officers usually vary amongst institutions,
since each individual institution determines the role that they want the office and its staff to
adopt (Swann et al, 1998). While one main function of an institution is to grow enrollment, the
primary function of admissions counselors is to attract new students (Duffy et al, 1998).
According to the National Association for College Admission Counseling, Career Paths for
Admissions Officers: A Survey Report, admission counselors are tasked with “recruiting
freshmen and transfer students from high schools and community colleges. Make presentations
to student groups. Counsel students and parents regarding the admissions process” (Clinedinst
et al, 2015, p.8).
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Strategic Enrollment Management
Admissions counselors also have an intricate role in Strategic Enrollment Management
(Mathis, 2010). Strategic Enrollment Management, or SEM, is “a comprehensive process for
helping an institution achieve and maintain optimum recruitment, retention, and graduation
rates.” (Mathis, 2010, p. 55). Enrollment managements gives institutions the power to have
more control over the student enrollment (Jones, 2008). Encompassing aspects of both student
affairs and the academic side of the house, enrollment management is vital to the growth of an
institution as it involves college selection, student recruitment, student transition, persistence
and retention, graduation rates, and alumni involvement. These functions are carried out by the
many areas of enrollment management: Admissions and records, recruitment, financial aid,
orientation, academic advising, and alumni affairs. These areas create systematic flow of a
student’s matriculation through input, processing, and output. Essentially, a student is met from
the time he/she express interest in the institution until he/she graduates and begins to market
the college by sharing experiences.
When colleges and universities hold SEM as the nucleus, the Office of Admissions is
tasked with educating all constituents on how recruitment plays a vital role in retention,
completion, and graduation (Mathis, 2008). Admissions and enrollment were two siloed
concepts originally (Jones et al, 2008). Both functions had their own objectives and goals and
interacted very little until the mid-1980s when the two areas began to intertwine. In fact, the
term “enrollment management” did not surface until 1976 when institutions decided to
aggregate the different operations of student affairs to give allow for better enrollment
strategies. This amalgamation between admissions and enrollment catapulted institutions to be
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more creative with their recruitment approach in an effort to attract students that would not
only attend but would graduate.
In the majority of cases, the admissions counselor is under the umbrella of the Office of
Admissions (Mathis, 2010); and while many times these individuals are in entry-level positions
and do not have the responsibility of communicating the strategic plan to constituents, Mathis
suggest that their roles must evolve and encompass tasks that do such. This ideology has
encouraged collaborations with both internal and external partners and has challenged
admissions officers to be more creative in their strategies. Although the demographic of the
college recruits is ever-changing, admissions counselors are still charged with recruiting who
can not only make it into college, but also graduate from college. And although SEM focused
institutions will have several departments and entities communicating with the prospective
students, the admissions counselor is the primary liaison between the prospective student and
the institution and must do so by being well versed in the admissions process, financial aid,
orientation, academic programs, and career options.
Admissions Processes
Admissions counselors represent one of the three types of four-year institutions: open
admission; selective admissions; competitive admissions (Swann at el, 1998). Open admission
allows any applicant who has met the minimum qualifications to be admitted to the institution
(Duffy et al, 1998). Selective admission refers to weeding out the applicants who are deemed
unfit. Competitive admissions, or highly selective, refers to admissions is granted to the best
applicants. While counselors work for different levels of institutions, the admissions offices all
analyze three factors during recruitment season: the number of applications; the number of
applicants that get admitted; and the number of applicants that enroll in the institution (Swann
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at el, 1998). This is better known as: applications; admit rates; yields which are described
below:
•

Applications: provides insight on the ability to enroll students based on
institution’s mission, size, and characteristics.

•

Admits: refers to the selectivity of the institution; this is calculated by
determining the number of applicants that the institution admits.

•

Yield: refers to the percentage of admitted students who enroll into the
institution.

Admissions Decisions
Admissions counselors usually make admissions decisions on different three genres of
students: First year students; transfer students; international students (Clinedinst at el, 2015).
First year students have pending decisions that are dominated by grades in college prep classes,
rigor of the curriculum, overall high school GPA, and standardized test scores. The second-tier
requirements are essays, letters of recommendations, class rank, and extracurricular activities.
Like domestic, first year students, international students are evaluated on grade point average,
standardized test scores, rigorous curriculum, and college prep courses. In addition, they are
heavily weighed on their entrance essay as this criterion is viewed as the writing sample and an
indicator of English competency. Lastly, transfer students gain admission primarily based on a
culminating GPA calculation of all the institutions that the applicant attended prior to applying
to the current institution of choice
Shifts in Recruitment Practices
The development of the admissions practitioner profession became more formalized
and standard after World War II, where the discussion of quality versus quantity came to the
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forefront once again (Swann et al, 1998). The Great Depression and World War II had
previously curtailed the discussion as colleges and universities were struggling to stay afloat
with declines in enrollment; so, admissions standards were not as important to many
institutions as intense recruitment practices were developed to gain cash from those who
enrolled. This began to change with the implementation of the GI Bill and the baby boom era,
desegregation, and the Higher Education Act of 1965, all which were responsible for an
increase in the number of students, and genre of students, that enrolled in colleges and
universities. Because of the influx and students and their desire to obtain postsecondary
education, there were more than enough students to be spread throughout American
institutions. This allowed colleges and universities to once again focus on the quality approach
and set high standards.
Post-World War II
After World War II, the G.I. Bill was implemented as a way to increase veteran
participation in higher education because of the fear that there would not be enough jobs and
employment opportunities for veterans once they returned home (Hunt & Tierney, 2006). This
proposal was not supported by leaders at the prestigious institutions but proved to be beneficial
as college enrollment soared because of returned veterans. Despite the trepidation of enrolling
veterans, the individuals shocked the institutions as they enrolled with a strong determination
academic achievement notwithstanding their gap between war and school.
Before World War II, the majority of students enrolling in college were those that were
wealthy and coming right out of high school. However, the G.I. Bill began to shape the
demographic of who could benefit from college. Veterans and their children, the baby
boomers, began to drive the college enrollment rate at an outstanding rate. This not only
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allowed students of diverse incomes, ages, and ethnicities to increase, but it also speared the
influx of community colleges across the nation, while allowing institutions to separate
themselves into research institutions and comprehensive state colleges. From a year before the
United States entered the war in 1941 to ten years afterward, college enrollment nearly doubled
from 1.5 million to nearly 2.7 million students in 1950.
Desegregation
As the court ruled that “separate but equal” was unconstitutional during the Brown v.
Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas, in 1954, racial segregation in educational settings,
including those in higher education, we deemed unconstitutional (Roebuck & Murty, 1989).
Although this ruling was met with resistance, and often time violence, in the Southern states, it
allowed aspiring students of color to apply and enroll in all institutions. Up until this time, an
overwhelming number of Black students attended Historically Black Colleges and Universities,
more commonly referred to as HBCUs. Established prior to 1964, these institutions were
founded to provide an avenue to higher education to Black students in wake of the segregation
laws that were present (Historically Black Colleges and Universities). However, they received
far less funding than their White counterparts.
Despite the ruling by the Supreme Court to desegregate educational institutions, there
was slow progress of inclusion until the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Roebuck et al, 1989). This
act gave the U.S. attorney general power to file lawsuits against institutions that discriminated
against Black applicants and prohibited the distribution of federal funds to institutions that
remained segregated. In addition, the court case of Alexander v. Holmes County Board of
Education in 1969 rendered a decision from the Supreme Court that mandated that all
segregation in schools and institutions be ended immediately. This paved the way for students
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of color to enroll in institutions outside of HBCUs. As a result of these cases and rulings,
HBCU Black enrollment has decreased from 90 percent in 1954 to just eight percent today, but
college enrollment for minority students has risen every year since (Roebuck at el, 1987;
nces.ed.gov).
The Higher Education Act of 1965
Prior to 1965, the demographic portrait of colleges and universities pictured an
overwhelming number of White males from middle and upper-income families, as many
institutions around the country still operated under discriminatory laws that kept non-white
racial groups and women from attaining a college degree (Brock, 2010). Even with the passage
of the GI Bill and the college tuition assistance plan for veterans, many more White individuals
benefitted versus Africans Americans.
Although the Civil Rights Act of 1964 mandated that no educational institution could
deny access based on race, the implementation of the Higher Education of 1965 catapulted
college enrollment and diversified campuses (Roebuck at el, 1987). For the first time in
history, need-based financial assistance was available to the general population through this
policy (Brock, 2010). Tuition that was once paid for out of the pockets of students and their
families could now be subsidized via Pell grants, work study, more scholarships, and
fellowships. This helped change the demographics of students who enrolled in colleges and
institutions, especially by the mid-1970s. Men succumbed to women as the minority gender,
while the percentages of minority students enrolled in college doubled. In addition to
providing funding for students, the policy also increased governmental spending on the
infrastructure of the institutions, especially developing institutions. Financial spending
increased from $655 million in 1956 to $3.5 billion just 10 years later.
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Standardized Testing
Another immense breakthrough with college admissions was the emergence of
standardized testing (Steinberg, 2002). A Regents exam was the first attempt to establish a
standardized test; however, in 1900, the College Entrance Examination Board, now College
Board, was established by the Association of the Colleges of Secondary Schools of the Middle
States and Maryland and created a standardized test that allowed colleges and universities to
utilize this measure versus their own test (Hossler, 2004). This spread throughout the countries
to other institutions. With the evolution of the accreditation associations, along with
standardized testing, college and universities now had a rubric that pre-admissions offices
could follow and use to determine if a student were eligible for admission. In addition, these
emergences ease some of the tension between the gatekeeper and the salesperson image by
creating a system that admissions offices could use to not only track the number of students
who enrolled, but also how prepared they were for college.
The science behind college admissions can be linked to standardize testing (Cortes,
2013). The testing industry earns more than $4 billion annually and is a distinct characteristic
of prestigious institutions. The adoption of standardized testing by prestigious institutions,
however, did not always create the student body that an institution sought after (Gladwell,
2005). Harvard implemented standardized testing in 1905 and had an increase in Jewish
students by 1908. This continued trend became a problem for the Ivy League schools (Karabel,
2005). Jewish students encompassed 20% of the freshmen class at Harvard by 1922, and this
sparked huge concerns with the administration and the alumni. The perception of the Jewish
population was not particularly favorable in the United States in the 1920s (Gladwell, 2005).
After failed attempts to limit the number of Jewish students who could gain access, Harvard,
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Yale, and Princeton decided to change the definition of admission based on merit and included
personal questions to evaluate their character. These included a personal statement, letters of
recommendation, a photograph, and an inquiry of information about race and religious
preference. This strategy worked for Harvard as they were able to control who gets admitted
into the university and cap the Jewish enrolled student percentage at 15% by 1933. This
changed the way institutions used merit as a part of the admissions criteria (Karabel, 2005).
Although this approach may seem discriminatory and outdated, colleges and
universities, both elite and state institutions, adopted a modified version of this practice to
provide a better opportunity to diversify the incoming class, but often times value the
standardized test as the best predictor of college success (Cortes, 2013). Even though literature
suggests that standardized testing does not account for the student’s chance at graduating,
many institutions use testing as a measure to test student’s college readiness. In fact, the ACT
and SAT are usually the best predictors for college grades during the first year but does not
predict the likelihood of college persistence and graduation. Contrary to suggestion from
CollegeBoard on test predictions, test alone is not as predictive as the high school grade point
average, regardless of the high school that is/was attended. Also, high school GPA is less
aligned with socioeconomic status versus standardized testing.
Standardized test as admissions criteria also proves to benefit certain groups and underpredict achievement of other groups (Ayyad, 2015). For instance, woman and minority
students of color have fewer correlations of academic success and ACT or SAT score, while
White men have a stronger correlation. The correlation is the strongest amongst socioeconomic
status, meaning that the higher socioeconomic status you belong to, the more likely you are to
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do well on the exam. In addition, standardized testing is filled with cultural biases that do not
align with minority references.
Regardless of these findings, many institutions still use these metrics and use minimum
test scores for admission, scholarships, and program entry (Cortes, 2013). This creates a
recruitment nightmare for admissions counselors and institutions that are targeting students of
color, women, and low-income students. It has caused such a hindrance that many institutions
have reconsidered using standardize testing in their admissions decisions, and what was once
the top factor in admissions is not the fourth factor (Clinedinst, Koranteng & Nicola, 2015).
More Recent Trends in Recruitment
Diverse Student Population: The Millennial Generation
By 2010, the United States had 50 million millennials that lived in the country (Seesa,
2015). Millennial students are those who were born between 1982 and 2002 and have very
distinct characteristics in comparison to previous generations (Debard, 2004); they are the most
ethnically diverse group of individuals this country has ever seen. When Generation X students
began college in 1980, White students made up close to 82 percent of the college student
population; however, in 2000, when the Millennials began to appear on the college campuses,
White students represented 69 percent of college students. Enrollment of women also increased
to 56 percent during this time, as did Hispanic and Asian American enrollment. By 2010, the
members of Generation Y occupied the largest cohort in colleges and universities (Seesa,
2015), with close to 40 percent of 18 to 24-year-olds were in some avenue of higher education.
It is estimated that they will spend 10,000 hours playing video games, communicate through
200,000 emails, spend 10,000 hours on cell phones, 20,000 hours watching television, and
spend no more than 5,000 hours reading books by the time they leave college (Nicoletti 2007).
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A strong source of communication for millennials is social media (Seesa, 2015). In
2014, every college and university used social media in some aspect, which is up 39 percent
from 2011. Among that 100 percent usage, 98 percent of all colleges and universities were
using Facebook by 2011. This can be an effective strategy for admissions counselors’
millennials are known as the generation that stays connected via social media. Literature
describes the three main functions of social media and its influence on higher education as
tracking students and former students to obtain information, staying competitive with
competing institutions and monitoring their profile and practices, and using the various
platforms as a means to recruit students. In addition, approximately 25 percent of admissions
recruiters have used social media to learn more about their prospect pool in a study conducted
by Kaplan in 2011 (Seesa, 2015). This is parallel to the perception of social media in the
recruitment practices as 88 percent of admissions professional rated that social media was
either “somewhat” or “very” critical to recruitment practice, use for outreach purposes, and
believe that social media is a valuable recruitment tool.
Attracting a Different Genre of Students
While many of the Ivy League and highly selective institutions have less than a 10
percent acceptance rate, the national average for other institutions is hovering around 65
percent (State of College Admissions, 2015). This has also created a culture to recruit transfer
students from the community colleges, especially with the increase of students beginning their
academic career there. This has been a practice that many public institutions have adopted, but
private institutions are starting to follow suit. Currently, there is a 5:1 ration on freshmen to
transfer student admittance at public institutions, while there is an 18:1 freshman to transfer
student admittance ration at private institutions.
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This change in the applicant pool becomes heightened during the time of recessions
(Carnevale at el, 2105). In 1998, only 70 to 80 percent of undergraduate students worked; that
percentage dropped to 62% by 2009 at the height of the recession. This also influenced more
transfer and nontraditional students to return to college, as the workforce was not
accommodating. Currently, the Statement on Counselor Competencies is geared more towards
traditional college admissions counseling and a traditional population (Statement of Counselor
Competencies, 2000).
Job Competencies and the Need for This Study
What are Job Competencies?
There are many definitions of the term competency (Sliter, 2009). Boyatzis (2008)
describes competencies as “a capability or ability” (p. 6). These two characteristics are the
basis for the theory of performance when considering human competency (Boyatzis). It is
believed that when an individual’s talents and abilities (knowledge, vision, style, interest) are
paralleled with the current job demand (role responsibility and desired task) and organizational
environment (culture, climate, various aspects that comprise the organization), then maximum
performance takes place (Boyatzis, 2008).
Competencies are also defined by their behavioral approach and can be classified into
three different areas: Cognitive, emotional, and social (Boyatzis, 2008). Cognitive
competencies deal with intellectual arena, like pattern recognition and deductive reasoning.
Individuals who excel in cognitive intelligence competency are normally able to examine and
analyze the scenario and make decisions that will generate maximum results. Emotional
intelligence competency examines self-awareness and self-management. Those individuals
who have heightened levels of emotional intelligence competency will conduct an
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intrapersonal examination of oneself and make decisions that will yield higher results for the
job and organization. Social intelligence competency is geared more around social awareness
and relationship management. These individuals can understand how to build relationships
with other and understand their emotion that will ultimately lead to higher outcomes.
Types of Competencies
When discussing competencies, individuals will often error by grouping all aspects of
competency as one unit (Rothwell & Lindholm, 1999). Competency, competency model,
competency modeling, and competency assessment are four unique terms. Competency
modeling is described by Rothwell and Lindholm as “a narrative description of job
competencies for an identifiable group…it describes key characteristics that distinguish
exemplary performers from fully-successful performers.” Competency modeling is “the
process of creating a narrative to describe the competencies.” And Competency assessment is
“the process of comparing individuals in a job, occupation, department to the competency
model that has been developed for that target group” (p. Rothwell at el, 1999, p. 91). In the
area of admissions counseling, professionals are discovering there are opportunities to grow
within the field, but also learning that they must continuously gain new competencies without
little direction (Phair, 2014). This is especially true for new counselors, who usually have little
to no experience in the field and if they are provided training, it is usually based on antiquated
methods (Barnds, 2009).
Job Descriptions
According to Brannick, Levine, and Morgeson, a job description is “a brief written
description of work – it’s a snapshot intended to communicate the essence of the job”
(Brannick, Levine, & Morgeson, 2007, p.3). The descriptions will usually entail identifiers like
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the job title, the overview of the position, roles and responsibilities, and qualifications
(Brannick et al, 2007). Job descriptions should be able to describe the position for someone
who is unfamiliar with the job. There are five elements to a job description (Cascio, 1988): A
job title; job activities and
procedures; working conditions; social environment; conditions of employment.
Training and Development for Admissions Counselors
Training and Professional Organizations
Training for Admissions Officers was first presented by the Committee for Professional
Development of the American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers
(AACRAO) at the AACRAO's annual meeting in Washington D.C. in 1952 (Swann at el,
1998). AACRAO, whose mission is to “provide professional development, guidelines, and
voluntary standards to be used by higher education officials regarding the best practices in
records management, admissions…” (About AACRAO), was created as a collaboration of
admissions officers and admissions records professionals, and now has ballooned to encompass
over 11,000 professionals in the field (About AACRAO).
The admissions officer was thought to have a broad range of intellectual competency
that would be beneficial for establishing rapport with various colleagues and faculty members
in administration (Swann at el, 1998). The competencies created by AACRAO for a successful
admissions officer stated that the person:
"should be able to speak and to write well, to organize work and supervise
employees, to cooperate with faculty and administrative officers. Coupled with these
abilities should be certain qualities of character - emotional stability, perseverance,
decisiveness, poise, good balance, charity under criticism, patience and objectivity with
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people - and in adverse situation, fearlessness under pressure” (Swann at el, 1998, p.
37).
Although there was no specific certificate of degree, AACRAO created a prescribed list
of courses that encompassed a wide range of classes from specific schools of thought including
education, communication, counseling, and statistics, and included such classes as history of
education, statistics, public relations, and curriculum development (Swann at el, 1998). In
addition, two specialized classes, one focusing on policies and procedures as described by
AACRAO and the other focusing on supervised training experience, was highly recommended
for those receiving training in admissions. These training were prescribed via staff meetings,
summer workshops, and at annual meetings to name a few.
Although aggressive and ambitious, the implementation of admissions counselor
training for all admissions officers did not gain steam as AACRAO had hoped (Swann at el,
1998). Other handbooks were published during the late 1970s on the roles and responsibilities
of admissions officers but gave no insight as to the training that should be implemented to
achieve those goals. Studies and surveys conducted also revealed that in the absence of training
and the lack of implementation, many people in the position at the time had little correlation to
the courses taken to be a successful counselor, and almost 25 percent of those surveyed in these
positions felt as though they were not in an actual profession, but more so working a job.
As the shape of higher education continued to change, the National Association of
College Admissions Counseling (NACAC) took on the responsibility of developing workshops
and sessions for guidance counselors, college admissions counselors, and students on
transitioning from high school to college. NACAC, originally known as Association of College
Admissions Counselors, begin in 1937 as a small conglomerate of admissions counselors from
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the Midwest (About NACAC). Both NACAC and AACRAO agreed to include “admissions
officers” in AACRAO in 1949 (Swann at el, 1998). While AACRAO has a primary focus on
the admissions and records, NACAC’s primary focus is to support both admissions counselors
and high school guidance counselors in their missions to successfully aid students transitioning
to college (About NACAC). The early years of NACAC established the roles of the Office of
Admissions and admissions counselors that are still relevant in the 21st century practices
ranging from contact with high school’s guidance counselors and marketing the institution.
Equity in college admissions, creating application fees, establishing high school visits, and
developing College Days were more tactics that were established by NACAC.
From this new role, they also created the NACAC Commission for the Advancement of
Professional Standards, which was responsible for monitoring credentials and accreditation,
and published the "Statement on Counselor Competencies." This competency list included
eight competencies:
“1) The Possession and Demonstration of Exemplary Counseling and
Communication Skills. 2) The Ability to Understand and Promote Student
Development and Achievement. 3) The Ability to Facilitate Transitions and Counsel
Students toward the Realization of Their Full Educational Potential. 4) The Ability to
Recognize, Appreciate, and Serve Cultural Differences and the Special Needs of
Students and Families. 5) The Demonstration of Appropriate Ethical Behavior and
Professional Conduct in the Fulfillment of Roles and Responsibilities. 6) The ability to
Develop, Collect, Analyze, and Interpret Data. 7) The Demonstration of Advocacy and
Leadership in Advancing the Concerns of Students. 8) The Ability to Organize and
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Support a College Admission Counseling Program” (Statement of Counselor
Competencies, 2000).
USC Enrollment Management Certificate Program
There are more post-graduate enrollment management programs that are being created
with the demand to address the changing field of higher education (Young, 2012). Strategic
Enrollment Management is “a comprehensive process for helping an institution achieve and
maintain optimum recruitment, retention, and graduation rates.” (Mathis, 2010, p. 55). It is a
field that has grown tremendously over the last 30 years (Young, 2012). To satisfy the need for
the growing field, the University of Southern California has created a 10 three-week session
online certificate program that will encompass several areas of enrollment management. More
specific to the area of college admissions counseling is taught during the second session of the
10-week training, in which to topics are College Admissions Policy and Practice and a
subtopic within the Retention Organization section (Center for enrollment research, policy, and
practice)
NACAC Summer Institute
Although the National Association for College Admissions Counseling does not
mandate training for all new admissions counselors, each region or subgroup host their own
trainings (About NACAC). For example, NEACAC, which is the New England Association for
College Admissions Counseling, has a four-day summer institute held annually which is
marketed to admissions counselors who have two or fewer years of experience (Summer
Institute 2016). The participants learn about job responsibilities, counseling process, how to
network and collaborate with high school guidance counselors and current trends in the area of
admissions. In addition to these areas, the training encompasses professional ethics for
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admissions counseling. NACAC publishes a Statement of Principles and Good Practice
annually (Statement of Principles of Good Practice, 2015). The practices are reviewed each
year by the executive NACAC board and encompasses ethical practices that each admissions
profession should adhere to.
For-profit training programs
Other institutions have partnered with for-profit companies that specialize in enrollment
management. Ruffalo Noel Levitz and Bay Path University have collaborated to offer a
master’s degree or certificate in enrollment management (Graduate Programs in Enrollment
Management). The program can be completed as a certificate program where participants
complete six courses, or the master’s degree can be complete by enrolling in the Bay Path
Master’s of Higher Education Administration program and completing 12 courses.
The Need for the Study
An Office of Admissions that is comprised of a staff that lacks the competency on how
to properly attract students poses negative impact on the current workforce, as the need for
postsecondary degrees continues to be a requirement for jobs and careers in the United States
(Carnevale, Smith & Strohl, 2014).There has been a shift in the U.S. regarding job creations
and the various industries since the 1950s (Carnevale, Jayasundrea, Gulish, 2016). The
workforce that was once emphasized and highlighted by industrial and blue-collar worker has
shifted to industries in healthcare, consulting and business, financial services, educational
and/or government job accounting for 46 percent of the workforce compared to 28 percent in
1947. By the same account, industries that traditionally have employees with less education, no
more than the high school diploma, like manufacturing, construction, or natural resource fields
have decreased from almost half of the workforce in 1947 to 19 percent in 2016.
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With the decline in the need for physical labor jobs continuing to decrease, more people
will be required to complete some form of secondary education in order to secure work, as it is
predicted that by 2020, 65 percent of all jobs will require a degree or postsecondary training
beyond the high school diploma (Carnevale at el, 2014). Economic growth since the Great
Recession has only benefitted those with a college degree (Carnevale at el, 2016). Since the
recession hit its lowest peak in 2009, there have 11.6 million jobs created. However, 99
percent, or 11.5 million, of those jobs require at least some form of college education, and 72
percent of those require a bachelors degree; only 80,000 job have been created for those that do
have only a high school or less. In addition, those workers with a high school diploma or less
were hit worse by the recession, as 78 percent of the 7.2 million jobs lost were those that were
occupied those individuals. Today, this group is still 5.5 million jobs short and there is no
evidence that the jobs will return in the foreseeable future.
In addition to economic concern, a lack of admission counselor competency can result
in students entering college without knowing the barriers that may cause underperformance,
especially at open access institutions (Carnevale & Strohl, 2013). Despite the fact that
applications have risen for the last 25 years, college enrollment has fallen more than two
percent over the last year and more lost more than a million students since it first peaked in
2011 (Clinedinst et al, 2015). Although community colleges and for-profit colleges have been
hit the hardest losing 10% of their enrollment, four-year public and private institution are still
struggling to increase their enrollment and only grew 0.1 percent over the last year. Four-year
institutions that are not as selective or regarded as Ivy League or private institutions have
increased applications but have seen a decrease in the yield (Jaschik, 2015). In 2013, 32
percent of freshmen submitted seven or more applications, which was up from 22 percent back
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in 2008. This in turn has affected the yield rate at many institutions, dropping 13 percentage
points since the 2002 49 percent national average.
Although institutions are struggling with college completion, this is especially true with
minority students (Swail, Redd, and Perna, 2003). Although both the number of Black and
Latino students has grown in college participation overall, there has been limited growth at the
nation’s 468 most selective and well-funded colleges and universities, as 82 percent of new,
White enrollment has attended these institutions since 1995, while Black and Latino new
enrollment has attended four-year open access institutions or community colleges at rates of 68
percent and 72 percent respectively (Carnevale et al, 2013). Only nine percent of new Black
student enrollment attends the most selective schools and only 13 percent of new, Hispanic
student for the same category. This has a direct effect on the college persistence rate and image
of the institution. The completion percentage at selective institutions is 82 percent due to the
five times more funding spent on each student compared to open access institutions. Open
access institutions have a 49 percent completion rate and high dropout rates because there is a
lack of funding, and the institutions are usually overcrowded. Students of color graduate at a
rate of less than 30 percent compare to a graduation rate of 70 percent to their white
counterparts (Ayyad, 2015). Even high-achieving minority students who attend open access
institutions graduate at much lower rates than those who attend selective institutions. This has
implication to become a growing threat as being multi-culturally competent was ranked as a
low skill for advancement in the admissions field (Phair, 2014).
Despite the current shift in the student applicant pool and the influx of technological
advances, there has not been a revised list of job competencies published by NACAC since
2000. Thomas Gilbert talks about the “great cult of behavior” in Human Competence,
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Engineering Worth Performance, and describes the flawed way of thinking is to consider a
person’s perceived behavior, education, and happy attitude as the best candidate for an
occupation (Gilbert, 2007). To keep current with the trends for successful recruitment, it is
important to not only analyze the perceived behavior of these counselors, but also if the
competencies of 2000 are still relevant today. The purpose of this study is to answer the
following research questions:
R1: Are the job competencies associated with admissions counselors/recruiters at 4year public and private institutions as prescribed by NACAC in 2000 still relevant
today? In addition to the primary question, other sub-questions will be answered in
addition:
R2: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at institutions based
on institutional type?
R3: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at institutions based
on Carnegie Classification?
R4: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at institutions based
on the size of the institutional?
R5: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at institutions based
on the MSI (Minority Serving Institution MSI) denotation versus ones that do not
qualify as an MSI?
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Chapter 3
METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this mixed-method study was to compare department and organization
job descriptions of admissions counselors and recruiters to the 2000 Statement of Counseling
Competencies prescribed by the National Association for College Admissions Counseling
(NACAC); and to determine if new competencies should be added to the current model. This
study intended to gain insight into the competencies relevant to the profession today, the
competencies that are outdated and antiquated, and the competencies that should be included in
the new revision of the Statement on Counselor Competencies for College Admissions
Counselors.
Further, this study was essential because of the opportunities for career advancement
that the discipline is experiencing. There has been a steady increase in the number of
counselors joining the field of admissions (Phair, 2014). However, exciting phenomenon
exists; recent college graduates are most likely to seek these admissions counselors’ positions
because of the convenience in securing the jobs versus the pathway of securing a career (Phair,
2014).
Despite these opportunities for career growth, many practitioners are discovering there
is no formalized career path to a career in admissions counseling; however, counselors are
expected to learn new skills and gain competencies outside of those t usually associated with
college recruiting to be successful. Because of the ambiguity of the required competencies and
career trajectory, more than 60 percent of admissions counselors were either looking to find a
career outside of admissions or were unsure about staying in admission within three years of
being hired, according to Phair (2014) in her 2014 survey report on admissions officers.
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Because this study compared textual data listed in the form of job competencies from
job descriptions to written competencies in the past, content analysis was used to convert the
qualitative data to quantitative numbers. This chapter discusses the procedures used to conduct
the research study and highlights the aim of the study, the research design, the research
instrument, the variables used, the sample and units of analysis, the choice of data collection
and methodology, the analysis method, practical implications, and the validity of the data.
Research Questions
This study sought to gain insight into the competencies relevant to the counseling
profession and those competencies that should be included in the new revision of the Statement
on Counselor Competencies for College Admissions Counselors. According to Creswell, W.
& Creswell, D. (2019), qualitative studies should have approximately 5-10 research questions.
To analyze this social phenomenon, five research questions will guide this study.
The five research questions that guided this study were:
R1: Are the job competencies associated with admissions counselors/recruiters at 4year public and private institutions as prescribed by NACAC in 2000 still relevant
today?
R2: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at institutions based
on institutional type?
R3: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at institutions based
on Carnegie Classification?
R4: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at institutions based
on institutional size?
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R5: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at institutions based
on the Minority Serving Institution MSI (denotation versus ones that do not qualify as
an MSI?

Research Design and Rationale for the Methodology

Table 1 Content Analysis Research Process
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This study analyzed the job competencies associated with admissions counselors today,
compared them to the 2000 Statement of Counseling Competencies prescribed by NACAC,
and determined if there are new competencies that should be added to the current model. Since
this study compared textual data listed in the form of job descriptions to written competencies
implemented in 2000, content analysis was used to analyze the data. Content analysis has been
described by researchers as a “flexible method for analyzing text data” (Hsieh & Shannon,
2005, p. 1) and represents an entire family of analytic approaches (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005).
Although content analysis has roots surfacing from Scandinavia dating back as far as the 18th
century, the method did not appear in the United States until the 20th century and was used
dichotomously as either a qualitative method or a quantitative method; however, currently,
content analysis has evolved more into a unique method of research as it is both quantitative
and qualitative (Bengtsson, 2016). This study utilized both qualitative and quantitative methods
to compare and analyze findings, qualitative to compare the textual content and quantitative to
analyze the descriptive statistics of the findings.
Although content analysis was used to analyze text data, there are several other
approaches, including exploratory and descriptive qualitative approaches like case study or
field research (Marshall & Rossman, 2010), to compare job competencies and employee
success. Donahue (2003) published an article in Community College Review where he
conducted a multiple-case study design to understand the roles and competencies needed to be
a useful community college board chair (Donahue, 2003). Through in-depth observations and
interviews, Donahue was able to identify six emerged themes from his data, including
facilitation, communication, information, participation, expectation, and collaboration. Despite
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identifying themes that make an individual successful for a community college board chair, the
data was collected from lived experience that may not necessarily appear in a job description.
Similarly, many studies utilize a Delphi study or other survey tools to identify
competencies (York & Ertmer, 2011). Surveys are distributed, and participants identify the
level in which they complete the task or perform the duty. Although this method is useful
because it captures information about the job, the data is self-reported and usually captures the
day-to-day functions that may fall outside of the scope of the job description that the
department or organization has prescribed to hire, evaluate, and develop performance plans.
As noted in Chapter 1, job descriptions are used to determine where a candidate and employed
employee’s competence level should be according to the organization (Carliner et al., 2015).
Since this study investigated admissions counseling job descriptions as prescribed by
the department or organization and compared to existing competencies, content analysis was
more useful because the methodology highlights the way language is characterized paying
special attention to the meaning of the text (Hsieh et al, 2005). There are three unique
approaches to content analysis: conventional, directed, and summative. Conventional focuses
on creating coding schemes derived directly from the text; directed content analysis uses preexisting data to determine codes and categorized textual content into the prescribed themes or
new themes that may arise. Summative content analysis keywords and counts the number of
references while analyzing the underlying meaning. Since this study currently has the
theoretical framework of the Statement on Counselor Competencies (Statement on Counselor
Competencies, 2000), a directive content analysis was applied to determine if current
statements apply to existing themes, and a summative approach was applied to provide the
quantitative descriptive statistics on the number of references to particular terms.
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To analyze data from this study, the researcher used blended manifest content analysis
strategies with latent content analysis strategies. Manifest content is the surface language that
can easily be counted in within the content that is being analyzed, while latent content may be
more interpretive and have a deeper meaning that what is presented at surface level (Berg,
2001). To minimize the debate on which strategy to use throughout the analysis, the researcher
used both methods when possible. Berg (2001) states that a blended strategy can be useful, but
the researcher did not treat frequency and magnitude on the same level. Therefore, the
observations from this study were more descriptive versus inferential.
Job Classification vs Job Description
Because of the ever-evolving job titles given to admissions counselors, the researcher
also utilized job classifications when searching for admissions counselors. Job classification
groups jobs into a cluster of similar jobs based on duties, requirements, and responsibilities
(Brannick et al, 2007). This is important since admissions counselors may be titled under
various names. As an example, according to HigherEd Jobs, The University of California,
Berkeley has a position for an Enrollment Specialist, while San Francisco State has a position
for an Admissions Counselor (https://www.higheredjobs.com). Both jobs have similar roles
and responsibilities, are clustered under the umbrella of Admissions and Enrollment, but have
different job titles.
Rationale
This study used content analysis method to analyze admission counselor job
competencies at four-year public and private institutions. The content analysis methodology
was beneficial to categorize current competencies that are listed on job descriptions and
quantifiably analyze their consistency, or lack thereof, from 15 years ago, while also
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identifying those competencies that are been omitted from the guide. The quantitative method
measured the importance of current competencies in the view of admissions practitioners, and
was then disaggregated to see if there is any significance between specific counselors from
certain groups investigating whether they value competencies differently.
As students of color, nontraditional students, and international students face different
challenges to enroll in postsecondary institutions, various recruitment strategies may be
implemented to target these specific individuals (Swann at el, 1998). Swann (1998) describes
how that majority students do not have the same barriers that minority students face, so it was
important to measure the competencies associated with recruiting a demographic that were
outside the realm of the majority. Competencies and tactics that may be highly valuable for one
type of institution may not be as highly value for another. An institution that is a purely
commuter campus and recruits the majority of its students from the city may face different
challenges and have a different view on recruiting than those institutions who rely heavily on
out-of-state students (Clinedinst at el, 2015).
The primary research question of this study is: Are the job competencies associated
with admissions counselors/recruiters at 4-year public and private institutions as prescribed by
NACAC in 2000 still relevant today?
The research design included first analyzing both the theoretical and practical
framework to create themes from the existing set of competencies. Since there were eight,
overarching competencies (Statement on Counseling Competencies, 2000), eight, unique
themes were currently present:
1) Counseling and communication skills
2) Understanding and promoting student development and achievement
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3) Counseling students towards their educational potential
4) Serve individuals with cultural differences and specific needs of students
5) Ethically sound and professional
6) Develop, collect, and analyze data
7) Advancing the concerns of students
8) Integrate precollege guidance into total school guidance program
Data Collection
Since roughly 80 to 90 percent of all jobs that require a bachelor’s degree at a minimum are
posted online (Carnevale, Jayasundera, Repnikov, 2014), the researcher collected admissions
counseling/recruiting job descriptions from four-year public and private institutions and
analyze job descriptions that are available online (Higheredjobs, LinkedIn, NACAC, and
AACRAO website). Since there are more than 3,000, 4-year institutions in the United States,
as of 2013 (NCES Educational Institutions, n.d.), and to ensure there is variety in the random
selection within the constraints of the design, the researcher used a stratified sampling method
to select institutions (Krippendorff, 2012). This method was beneficial for this design because
the “size of the sampling groupings may not be proportionate to their relative sizes in the
population” (Neuendorf, 2002, p.86). Although there are six regional accreditors (The
Database of Accredited Postsecondary Institutions and Program, n.d.), they did not have an
even number of institutions that meet the other variables that will be measured (MSI status;
size). The institutions that were selected from the following six regional accreditors:
•

Middle States Commission on Higher Education

•

New England Association of Schools and Colleges, Commission of Institutions of
higher Education
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•

North Central Association of Colleges and Universities

•

Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities

•

Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, Commission on Colleges

•

Western Association of Schools and Colleges, Senior College and University
Commission

After disaggregating the various accrediting regions, the researcher conducted a content
analysis study by searching for job postings via web postings. The hope was to have a sample
of at least 10 institutions from each of the six regions. These postings were then analyzed to
locate the job roles and responsibilities and job descriptions. Upon finding these items, each
statement and description was coded and given a number representing the competency
prescribed by NACAC. Listed is the framework from which the competencies were
categorized:
“1) The Possession and Demonstration of Exemplary Counseling and
Communication Skills. 2) The Ability to Understand and Promote Student
Development and Achievement. 3) The Ability to Facilitate Transitions and Counsel
Students toward the Realization of Their Full Educational Potential. 4) The Ability to
Recognize, Appreciate, and Serve Cultural Differences and the Special Needs of
Students and Families. 5) The Demonstration of Appropriate Ethical Behavior and
Professional Conduct in the Fulfillment of Roles and Responsibilities. 6) The ability to
Develop, Collect, Analyze, and Interpret Data. 7) The Demonstration of Advocacy and
Leadership in Advancing the Concerns of Students. 8) The Ability to Organize and
Support a College Admission Counseling Program” (Statement of Counselor
Competencies, 2000).
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Variables
The independent variable in this study was institutional profile and disaggregated into
seven sub-variables based on characteristics of an institution (i.e. college or university). The
first sub-variable was Geographical and is based on the Council for Higher Education
Accreditation (CHEA) (www.chea.org). The Geographical variable contains six levels of
measure and are representative of the six regions of accreditation within the Council. They are
“Middle States Commission on Higher Education,” “New England Association of Schools and
Colleges, Commission of Institutions of Higher Education,” “North Central Association of
Colleges and Universities,” “Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities,” “Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools, Commission on Colleges,” “Western Association of
Schools and Colleges, Senior College and University Commission” (www.chea.org).
The second sub-variable was Carnegie Classification and is comprised of the six allinclusive classifications of the basic classification methodology of The Carnegie Classification
of Institutions of Higher Education (http://carnegieclassifications.iu.edu). They are “R1:
Doctoral Universities – Highest research activity,” “R2: Doctoral Universities – Higher
research activity,” “R3: Doctoral Universities – Moderate research activity,” “M1: Master's
Colleges and Universities – Larger programs,” “M2: Master's Colleges and Universities –
Medium programs,” “M3: Master's Colleges and Universities – Smaller programs,”
Baccalaureate Colleges,” and “Baccalaureate/Associate's Colleges”
(http://carnegieclassifications.iu.edu).
The third sub-variable was Institutional Type. According to the Department of
Education (https://www2.ed.gov), some institutions have been deemed as a Minority-serving
institution (MSI) based on the number of minority students that are enrolled in the institution.
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There are various categories for MSI categories including status being achieved by one of the
four minority group (Black, Hispanic, Asian American/Pacific Islander, American
Indian/Alaska Native) achieving 25% of the total population while the other minorities account
for less than 25% of the population, HBCUs (Historically Black Colleges and Universities),
and other minority-serving institutions (minority students make up 50% of the total enrollment,
but do not fit into any categories) (Li & Carroll, 2007). For this study, HBCUs, along with
Tribal Colleges, will be their own levels since these institutions were created to serve the
respective population before MSI status was implemented. In addition to “HBCU” and
“Tribal” College, the other three variables will be “MSI,” “PWI (Public Predominately White
Institution)” and “(Private Predominately White Institution).”
The fourth sub-variable was Total Enrollment. For this study, the researcher will
classify Institution Size as either “small (<2,000),” “medium (2,000 – 15,000), or “large (>
15,000)” as listed by the U.S. Department of Education College Scorecard
(collegescorecard.ed.gov).
Age of the institution was the fifth sub-variable and was nominal as it denotes the
number of years the institution has been in operation.
Location was the sixth sub-variable and was coded as “rural” or “urban” based on the
physical location of the institution.

Table 2 Breakdown of Variables and Levels
Variable Name

Levels

Geographical –

•

Middle States Commission on Higher Education

Regional accreditation

•

New England Association of Schools and Colleges,
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Commission of Institutions of higher Education
•

North Central Association of Colleges and Universities

•

Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities

•

Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, Commission
on Colleges

•

Western Association of Schools and Colleges, Senior
College and University Commission

Carnegie Classification

Type of Institution

Total Enrollment

Age of the institution

•

R1: Doctoral Universities – Highest research activity

•

R2: Doctoral Universities – Higher research activity

•

R3: Doctoral Universities – Moderate research activity

•

M1: Master's Colleges and Universities – Larger programs

•

M2: Master's Colleges and Universities – Medium programs

•

M3: Master's Colleges and Universities – Smaller programs

•

Baccalaureate Colleges:

•

PWI Four-year (public)

•

PWI Four-year (private)

•

Historically Black College and University – HBCU

•

Minority Serving Institution

•

Less than 3000

•

3001-10000

•

10001 and higher

Numerical
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Location

•

Urban

•

Rural

Data Analysis
Higher Education institutions located within the United States were the target population
for this study. Institutions were further broken up by six different variables, which include (1)
Geographical –Regional accreditation, (2) Carnegie Classification, (3) Type of Institution, (4)
Total Enrollment, (5) Age of the Institution, and (6) Location. A Stratified Random Sampling
technique was used to select N=59 institutions, one off from the original goal of 60 institutions.
These institutions were idnetified during the hiring season's peak time for the admissions
counseling profession. Data collected during this process was analyzed using the content
analysis method to convert the information from qualitative data to quantitative data.
Reliability and Validity
Quantitative content analysis is a statistical measure that systematically and objectively
describes communication (Rouke & Anderson, 2004). The methodology can be used to
measure occurrences directly based off content; the approach can be used to draw inferences
about the particular statement. The approached that was be used was to measure occurrences of
key words or statements within the various job descriptions.
To gain reliability and validation for the directed content analysis, the researcher
established intercoder reliability (ICR) (Neuendorf, 2002) and used one individual who was an
expert in the field of human resources, more especially around developing job description, job
analysis, and performance outcomes, to measures consistency in determining coding
mechanisms for each competency. The additional coder had previously published peer
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reviewed work in the field of social sciences examining job postings and job satisfaction; in
addition, the coder used content analysis as the methodology the published work. Existing data
was gathered from various online sources that promoted job announcements and careers
opportunities. Since it is impractical to test all of the content (Lombard, Snyder & Bracken,
2004), the researcher selected 10% of the total content as recommended by Lombard et al
(2004) to test for intercoder reliability (ICR). The data was in the form of job postings and
identified the job roles and responsibilities from each of the positions. These competencies
where then listed altogether and the experts identified which category that aligned with each
responsibility. Although the individual saw the textual category, the selection outputted
nominally. The nominal scale did not necessarily reflect inferential differences between the
variables and the prescribed competencies but did measure for descriptive quantitative
purposes (Rourke et al, 2004).
Each coder categorized the responsibilities individually to maintain validity
(Neuendorf, 2002). The individuals received a link to a Google Sheet document that listed each
job role and responsibility from the selected postings and a dropdown menu with the option to
select the category associated with each responsibility. After all competencies were
categorized, the data was calculated by using Scott’s pi to determine if there was .75 or higher
agreement, which represents an “excellent agreement” amongst the coders (Neuendorf, 2002),
as well as calculated using Krippendorff’s alpha to examine if there is .8 or higher agreement,
which represents an “excellent agreement” amongst the coders (Krippendorff, 2004). In
addition to human coding, computer coding will be measured as well to examine the
frequencies and count of the unit of analysis, which in this study is “each statement (roles and
responsibilities).
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Conclusion
This chapter introduced the reader to the research methods and design used in this
study. A mixed-method research design was used. The researcher used the content analysis
method to convert the information from qualitative data to quantitative data.
Five research questions guided this study:
R1: Are the job competencies associated with admissions counselors/recruiters at 4year public and private institutions as prescribed by NACAC in 2000 still relevant today?
R2: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at institutions based
on institutional type?
R3: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at institutions based
on Carnegie Classification?
R4: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at institutions based
on the size of the institutional?
R5: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at institutions based
on the Minority Serving Institution (MSI)denotation versus ones that do not qualify as an MSI?
Based on the research questions, this methodology provided insight into the
competencies relevant to the profession today, the competencies that are outdated and
antiquated, and the competencies that should be included in the new revision of the Statement
on Counselor Competencies for College Admissions Counselors. This study provided accurate
and relative data that was disaggregated by institutional characteristics, size, and region.
Chapter Four will provide an analysis of the results of the study.
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Chapter 4
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Introduction
The purpose of this study is to examine the job competencies of admissions counselors and
recruiters from today and compare them to those prescribed by NACAC in 2000. The
researcher used a stratified random sampling method to identify institutions that posted job
announcements for hiring admissions counselors or recruiters. Although these positions report
to various directors, the general premise is that they are housed in the admissions office. Apart
from a few, like the University of Idaho, whose position will be housed in a specific College,
most institutions selected for the study are under the Office of Admissions' umbrella. The
sampling method yielded N= 59 different organizations that were collected via online job
postings. Many of the institutions identified came from higheredjobs.com. Higheredjobs.com
has been in business since 1996 and has grown to an online recruiting platform with more than
5,000 institutions using its services to promote almost 300,000 open positions within the
different academies annually. The researcher also used LinkedIn Jobs as a source to identify
institutions, which is a subset of LinkedIn Geographical Regional accreditation.
Description of the Study
The N= 59 institutions that were randomly selected were comprised of the four major
regions in the United States: “Midwest,” “Northeast,” “South,” and “West.” Since 1880, the
U.S. has used nine divisions and three regions (the Midwest was included in 1984 to create a
fourth region) to generate more accessible identifiers when collecting and comparing the
census data over time (Census History Staff, 2019).
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Not to be confused with regional accrediting bodies, regions represent the part of the country
where the college is located. Using the stratified random sampling technique, schools from
each area surfaced organically. Table 2, Institutions by Region, shows that of the N=59 schools
selected, n=7 were represented by the Midwest, the Northeast represented n=20, the South
represented n=16, and n=16 were under the umbrella of the West.

Table 3: Institutions by Region
Region
Midwest
Northeast
South
West
Grand Total

Number of Institutions
7
20
16
16
59

The saturation of schools was comprehensive for the South, West, and Northeast.
However, an unexpected phenomenon surfaced with the number of schools that were
represented by the Midwest. The Midwest represented only 11.9% of the schools randomly
selected. This occurrence is not a result of having fewer schools in the Midwest, as there are
more than 1,800 public and private not-for-profit institutions. Since the study examined
schools that were currently hiring an admissions counselor, fewer schools in the Midwest were
likely hiring for that position during the time of the data collection.
The selected institutions were also disaggregated by Enrollment size as defined by
Carnegie Classification. As identified in the table, for the study's purpose, the researcher only
looked at total student enrollment versus student enrollment of those who lived on campus.
This was disaggregated to account for the recruitment tactics to attract more than just the
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traditional freshmen. According to Clandestine (2018), the non-traditional student is not the
anomaly when it comes to recruitment anymore; in many cases, this student is the norm
(citation).
Carnegie list institution size as the following: very small – enrollment is < (less) than
1000; small – enrollment is between 1,000 and 2,999; medium – enrollment is between 3,000
and 9,999; large – enrollment is > (greater) than 10,000. Table 3, Institutions by Enrollment
Size- Carnegie Classification reflects the 59 schools randomly selected in this study; five
institutions were “very small,” 16 institutions were termed as small, ten institutions were coded
as medium, and 28 institutions, which accounted for approximately half of the institutions
selected, were large. As a point of reference, these are sizes according to Carnegie; therefore,
the parameters for defining an institution based on size may differ from the discursive ideology
on chat size constitutes a “large” institution. As an example, the National Center of Education
Statistics (NCES) distinguishes institutions by level (graduate level, primarily four-year versus
two-year) and by control (public versus private), then by enrollment size; These institutions are
then organized by size with different parameters: 1) < (less) than 1,000 students; 1,000 – 4,999
students; 5,000 – 19,999 students; 20,000 or more students (NCES – website).

Table 4 Institutions by Enrollment Size - Carnegie Classification
Institutional Size
Large
medium
small
very small
Grand Total

Number of Institutions
28
10
16
5
59
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There is a difference in the categorization of size when comparing the Carnegie
Classification model on size to the NCES model. The “very small” and “less than 1,000
students” categories represented by Carnegie and NCES respectively have identical thresholds,
and therefore have the same number of institutions represented in the study. However, the shift
in the number of large institutions changes dramatically when comparing Carnegie to NCES.
The large institutions vary from 47.5% to 23.7% when larger institutions parameter change
from “greater than 10,000 students” to “greater than 20,000 students.” Medium-sized
institutions see a shift as well when compared to midsize: 5,000 – 19,999 students. The study's
selected institutions comprised 16.9% of institutions using the Carnegie Classification model
compared to 33.9% when using the NCES model.
Although both shifts in the data are significant in value, it doesn’t provide real
significance based on student selection behavior when choosing institutions for attendance. Of
the approximately 4,300 institutions in the country, close to 42% of those institutions would be
classified as “very small” or “less than 1,000 students;” however, they only enroll three percent
of all students. On the contrary, institutions that have an enrollment of at least 5,000 students
represent 24% of all institutions, but house 79% of all students enrolled. Institutions with an
enrollment of at least 20,000 represent 37% of all students attending college, yet only makeup
five percent of the nation's institutions. Comparatively, institutions that enroll between 5,000
and 19,999 enroll 42% of all students yet only makeup 19% or all institutions.
Although more institutions are represented as a whole with less than 1,000 students, an
overwhelming number of these institutions are private, nonprofit. Institutions that are private
and have than 5,000 enrolled students comprise 89% of all private nonprofit institutions
compared to 37% of public institutions.
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Table 5 Institutions by Institutional Type
Institutional Type
4-Year, Private
4-Year, Public
Grand Total

Count of Institution
30
29
59

The institutions were disaggregated by public versus private institutions. As of 2017,
there are 4,313 degree-granting institutions in the US. This is inclusive of both 2-year and 4year institutions and both public and private institutions. Since this study is only examining
four-year public and private, not-for-profit institutions, there are 2,340 institutions that qualify
for the study. This is further separated into 750 4-year public institutions and 1,590 4-year
private institutions (U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics,
Education Directory, Colleges and Universities, 2019). Of the N=59 institutions selected for
the study, n=30 of the institutions were private, while n=29 of the institutions were public.
When comparing public versus private institutions, a point of consideration is the student
demographic and the institutional mission.
Table 6 Institutions by Enrollment Size - Carnegie Classification
Carnegie Classification
Baccalaureate Colleges
Doctoral Universities
Master's Colleges and Universities
Special Focus Institution
Grand Total

Count of Institution
13
23
22
1
59
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When categorizing institutions by their classification, the researcher defined institutions
by their Carnegie Classification. The Carnegie Classification is the standard measurement to
describe an institution (U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics,
Education Directory, Colleges and Universities, 2019). Carnegie pulls its data from the
Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS), which compiles demographical
information from every institution that receives federal funding and financial student aid (U.S.
Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, Education Directory,
Colleges and Universities, 2019). The researcher looked at the Basic Classification description
to disaggregate the institutions by Doctoral Universities, Master’s Colleges and Universities,
and Baccalaureate Colleges. The Basic Classification Description lists subheadings under the
Doctoral, Master’s, and Baccalaureate definitions. To simplify the categories, the researcher
only coded the institutions by Doctoral, Master’s, and Baccalaureate, and one Special Focus
Institution. Carnegie Classification separated the 59 selected institutions. Of the N=59
institution, n=13 (22%) are only bachelor’s degree-granting institutions, n=22 (37.3%)
Master’s degree-granting colleges and universities, n=23 (39%) are doctoral universities, and
n=1 (1.7%) institution is a special focus institution

Table 7 Institutions by Accreditation
Accrediting Agency
Middle States Commission on Higher Education
New England Association of Schools and Colleges,
Commission on Institutions of Higher Education
Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, Commission on
Colleges
The Higher Learning Commission
Western Association of Schools and Colleges, Senior College
and University Commission
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Number of Institutions
15
6
6
13
10
9

Grand Total

59

The researcher disaggregated the N= 59 schools by the six regional accrediting bodies
that grant accreditation for institutions. Institutions had to be in good standing with their
regional accrediting organization to be considered. The institutions must fall into one of the six
accrediting organizations: Higher Learning Commission (HLC) – 977 total institutions; Middle
States Commission on Higher Education (MSCHE) 525 total institutions; New England
Commission of Higher Education (NECHE) 250 total institutions; Northwest Commission on
Colleges and Universities (NWCCU) – 163 total institutions; Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools Commission on Colleges (SACSCOC) 792 total institutions; WASC Senior College
and University Commission (WSCUC) 213 total institutions.
The institutions in this study were represented by number to the following bodies:
Middle States Commission on Higher Education – n=15 (25.4%); New England Association of
Schools and Colleges, Commission on Institutions of Higher Education – n=6 (10.2%);
Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities – n=6 (10.2%); Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools, Commission on Colleges n=13 (22.0%); The Higher Learning
Commission – n=10 (16.9%); Western Association of Schools and Colleges, Senior College
and University Commission – n=9 (15.3%).

Results
The researcher used a stratified random sampling method to identify institutions that
had posted job announcements for positions hiring admissions counselors or recruiters.
Although these positions report to various directors, the general premise is that they are housed
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in the admissions office. Apart from a few, like the University of Idaho, whose position will be
housed in a specific College, most institutions selected for the study are under the Office of
Admissions' umbrella. The sampling method yielded 59 different organizations that were
collected via online job postings. Many of the institutions identified came from
higheredjobs.com. Higheredjobs.com has been in business since 1996 and has grown to an
online recruiting platform with more than 5,000 institutions using its services to promote
almost 300,000 open positions within the different academies annually. Also, the researchers
used LinkedIn Jobs as a source to identify institutions, which is a subset of LinkedIn.
Since the intent of this study is to analyze the job competencies associated with
admissions counselors today, compare them to the 2000 Statement of Counseling
Competencies prescribed by NACAC, and determine if there are new competencies that should
be added to the current model, the researcher identified 59 institutional job postings and
analyzed the 840 qualifications (both required and preferred) that surfaced. Through a content
analysis methodological approach, the researcher coded each statement in the “qualifications”
to one of the competencies listed by NACAC. For those statements in the “qualifications”
competencies that did not fall within the list provided by NACAC, those statements were
grouped with other statements with similar semantics or descriptions to attempt to create a new
competency using the grounded theory methodology. Of the 840 qualifications, 57.5% (483)
were coded in one of the eight competencies prescribed by NACAC. The highest competency
frequency was “The Possession and Demonstration of Exemplary Counseling and
Communication Skills,” which accounted for 26.9 % (130) of the statements that fell under the
umbrella of the NACAC competencies and 15.4% of all statements. The second highest
competency was “The Ability to Facilitate Transitions and Counsel Students Towards the
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Realization of Their Full Educational Potential,” which accounted for 21.9 % (106) of the
statements that fell under the umbrella of the NACAC competencies, and 12.6% of the
statements. The two lowest frequencies were competencies “The Ability and Understanding to
Promote Student Development and Achievement” and “The Demonstration of Advocacy and
Leadership in Advancing the Concerns of Students,” which represented 5.3% (26) of the
statements that fell under the umbrella of the NACAC competencies, and 3% of all statements,
and 1.8% (9) of the statements that fell under the umbrella of the NACAC competencies, and
1% of all statements, respectively.
The remaining 357 statements in the “qualifications” that did not fall within the
prescribed competencies by NACAC represented 42.5% of the 840 statements identified by the
researcher. These statements were grouped by keywords, semantics, and descriptions to form
new competencies.
The table below lists the competencies, example statements from the required and
preferred qualification, and an example of an institution that posted these statements.

Table 8 Institutions List of Competencies and Example Statements
Competencies

Required or Preferred Qualification
Statement (example)

Availability

Ability to work evenings and weekend
hours when necessary.

Example Institution
Goucher College, along with 90%
of the other institutions, examined
listed that a bachelor's degree was
required. This is an example of a
credential listed.
Lock Haven University of
Pennsylvania

Cheerleading

Must be an enthusiastic supporter
of UNF and its programs

University of North Florida

Bachelor's degree required.
Credential

Motivation & Work well independently as well as in a
Dependability team setting.
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MacMurray College

Familiarity with admissions and
Institutional
recruitment procedures, as well as an
Knowledge
understanding of academic programs.
Well-organized, accurate, effective, and
creative multi-tasker, time-manager,
problem solver, and "people person"
who is also customer service-oriented
Organizing,
and pays attention to detail, is able to
Planning, and prioritize and manage complex projects
Prioritizing
and priorities and works with a sense of
Work
urgency.

Morehead University

The University of St. Joseph

Physical
Ability

Ability to lift and transport materials up
to 35 lbs.

The University of Wisconsin at La
Crosse

Innovative

Demonstrate ability to be creative and
innovative when implementing sales
and marketing strategy

Delaware State University

Analysis of Results for Research Question 1
R1: Are the job competencies associated with admissions counselors/recruiters at 4-year
public and private institutions as prescribed by NACAC in 2000 still relevant today?
According to NACAC, eight job competencies are associated with the requirements to
obtain employment as admissions counselors. These competencies are (1) Counseling and
Communication Skills, (2) Promote Student Development and Achievement, (3) Facilitate
Transitions and counsel - Educational Potential, (4) Serve Cultural Differences of students, (5)
Appropriate Ethical Behavior/Prof. Conduct, (6) Develop, Collect, Analyze, Interpret Data, (7)
Advocacy and Leadership in Advancing the Concerns of Students, (8) Organize and Support a
College Admission Counseling Program. Eight hundred forty qualifications were analyzed
from 59 job postings that represented n= 29 public and n= 30 private institutions for a total of
N=59 universities whose job postings were analyzed in this study.
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Across both public and private institutions, the most significant observation occurred
with the counseling and communication competencies. These competencies were recognized as
the most listed: 67 times for private institutions and 63 times for public four-year institutions
for a total of 130 listings across institutions. Facilitate Transitions and counsel - Educational
Potential had a total of 106 listings. However, it is essential to note that the second-highest
listing recorded is not considered one of the core competencies by NACAC; Credentialing had
total listings of 107 across institutions. Another competency that is not listed by NACAC but
was noted within this study with a large number of listings were Organizing, Planning, and
Prioritizing Work with a total of 104 listings. Competencies such as Promote Student
Development and Achievement and Advocacy had 26 listings while Leadership in Advancing
the Concerns of Students, as noted by NACAC, had nine listings.

Table 9 Job Competencies Based on Institutional Type
Job Competencies base on Institutional Type (count)
4-Year,
4-Year,
Grand
Private
Public
Total
Counseling and Communication Skills
67
63
130
Promote Student Development and Achievement
15
11
26
Facilitate Transitions and counsel - Educational Potential
45
61
106
Serve Cultural Differences of students
23
24
47
Appropriate Ethical Behavior/Prof. Conduct
30
23
53
Develop, Collect, Analyze, Interpret Data
35
37
72
Advocacy and Leadership in Advancing the Concerns of
2
7
9
Students
Organize and Support a College Admission Counseling
17
23
40
Program
Credential
49
58
107
Availability
33
32
65
Cheerleading
19
8
27
Motivation & Dependability
16
16
32
Institutional Knowledge
0
2
2
Organizing, Planning, and Prioritizing Work
60
44
104
Competencies
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Physical Ability
Innovative
Total

10
1
422

8
1
418

18
2
840

Table 10 Job Competencies Based on Institutional Type (%)
Job Competencies Based on Institutional Type (percentage)
4-Year,
4-Year,
Private
Public
Counseling and Communication Skills
51.54%
48.46%
Promote Student Development and Achievement
57.69%
42.31%
Facilitate Transitions and counsel - Educational Potential
42.45%
57.55%
Serve Cultural Differences of students
48.94%
51.06%
Appropriate Ethical Behavior/Prof. Conduct
56.60%
43.40%
Develop, Collect, Analyze, Interpret Data
48.61%
51.39%
Advocacy and Leadership in Advancing the Concerns of
22.22%
77.78%
Students
Organize and Support a College Admission Counseling
42.50%
57.50%
Program
Credential
45.79%
54.21%
Availability
50.77%
49.23%
Cheerleading
70.37%
29.63%
Motivation & Dependability
50.00%
50.00%
Institutional Knowledge
0.00% 100.00%
Organizing, Planning, and Prioritizing Work
57.69%
42.31%
Physical Ability
55.56%
44.44%
Innovative
50.00%
50.00%
Competencies

Grand
Total
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

Analysis of Results for Research Question 2
R2: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at institutions based
on institutional type?
Table #11 Institutions Based on Institution Type and Size reflects a breakdown of the
N=59 institutions whose job positions were analyzed in this study. Of the n=28 large
institutions, n=21 were public institutions, and n=7 were private. When considering the
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postings for medium-sized institutions, most of the postings were from n=6 public institutions,
and private institutions were n=4. There were n=14 small institutions and only n=2 public
universities. Lastly, only n=5 small institutions posting were analyzed from private 4-year
universities.
In Table #11, Job Competencies Based on Institutional Type (percentage) for Private 4year institutions, 35 listings amongst the n=5 small private institutions for the counseling and
communication competency. Large (n=15), and Medium (n=17) institutions comprised an
additional 32 listings. Overall, the competency had a total of 67 listings. Amongst all
competencies, small private institutions had the most listings within their job postings.
Advocacy and Leadership in Advancing the Concerns of Students' competency had no
relevance amongst large and medium institutions. Amongst the newly developed
competencies, small institutions (n=5) recorded the greatest number of listings amongst all
competencies.

Table 10 Institutions Based on Type and Size
Competencies by Size at 4-year Private Institutions
Competencies
Large
Medium
Small
Counseling and Communication
Skills
15
17
Promote Student Development
and Achievement
2
1
Facilitate Transitions and
counsel - Educational Potential
6
14
Serve Cultural Differences of
students
2
4
Appropriate Ethical
Behavior/Prof. Conduct
8
5
Develop, Collect, Analyze,
Interpret Data
4
9
Advocacy and Leadership in
Advancing the Concerns of
0
0
64

Total
35

67

12

15

25

45

17

23

17

30

22

35

2

2

Students
Organize and Support a College
Admission Counseling Program
Credential
Availability
Cheerleading
Motivation & Dependability
Institutional Knowledge
Organizing, Planning, and
Prioritizing Work
Physical Ability
Innovative
Total
Average by school size count

3
6
2
0
2
0

5
10
10
3
4
0

9
33
21
16
10
0

17
49
33
19
16
0

8
0
0
58
14.50

10
5
0
97
16.17

42
5
1
267
13.35

60
10
1
422
14.07

Table 11 Competencies by Private Institutions
Competency coding
Competencies 1-8
Competencies 9-16
Total
Percentage 1-8
Percentage 9-16

Large
Medium Small
Total
Percentage
40
55
139
234
55.5%
18
42
128
188
44.5%
58
97
267
422
100.0%
69.0%
56.7%
52.1%
55.5%
31.0%
43.3%
47.9%
44.5%

Contrastingly, in Table #11, Job Competencies Based on Institutional Type (percentage)
for Public 4-year institutions, there were only 12 listings amongst the n=5 small private
institutions for the counseling and communication competency. Large (n=15), and Medium
(n=17) institutions comprised an additional 51 listings. Overall the competency had a total of
63 listings. Amongst all competencies, large private institutions had the most listings within
their job postings. Advocacy and Leadership in Advancing the Concerns of Students'
competency had little relevance amongst large and medium institutions. Amongst the newly
developed competencies, large institutions (n=21) recorded the greatest number of listings
amongst all competencies.
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Table 13 Competencies Based on Institutional Type
Competencies by Size at 4-year Private Institutions
Competencies
Large
Medium
Small
Counseling and Communication
Skills
33
18
12
Promote Student Development and
Achievement
9
2
0
Facilitate Transitions and counsel Educational Potential
34
21
6
Serve Cultural Differences of
students
16
7
1
Appropriate Ethical Behavior/Prof.
Conduct
14
5
4
Develop, Collect, Analyze, Interpret
Data
22
9
6
Advocacy and Leadership in
Advancing the Concerns of Students
6
1
0
Organize and Support a College
Admission Counseling Program
14
5
4
Credential
29
19
10
Availability
14
12
6
Cheerleading
4
2
2
Motivation & Dependability
11
4
1
Institutional Knowledge
1
1
0
Organizing, Planning, and
Prioritizing Work
24
7
13
Physical Ability
3
5
0
Innovative
0
0
1
Total
234
118
66
Average by school size count
15.6
13.1
13.2

Total
63
11
61
24
23
37
7
23
58
32
8
16
2
44
8
1
418
14.4

Table 124 Competencies Based on Institutional Type (%)
Competency coding
Competencies 1-8
Competencies 9-16
Total
Percentage 1-8
Percentage 9-16

Large
Medium
Small
Total
148
68
33
249
86
50
33
169
234
118
66
418
63.2%
57.6%
50.0%
59.6%
36.8%
42.4%
50.0%
40.4%
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Analysis of Results for Research Question 3
R3: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at institutions based
on Carnegie Classification?
Thirty-nine percent, or n=23, of the institutions whose postings were analyzed in this
study were doctoral universities. In all eight competencies, as noted by NACAC, Baccalaureate
institutions consistently had fewer competencies listed than master’s colleges and universities.
Doctoral universities had 60 recordings of Counseling and Communication Skills, the highest
recording of any other competency. The second-highest recorded competency for the Doctoral
universities was Facilitate Transitions and counsel - Educational Potential recorded at 47.
However, master’s colleges and universities were recorded as having more competencies
within the 40s range. Those competencies included Counseling & Communication Skills (49)
and Facilitate Transitions (43). Additionally, two newly recognized competencies, credential
(48) and Organizing, Planning, and Prioritizing Work (45) were also observed in this study.

Table 15 Institutions by Enrollment Size - Carnegie Classification
Institutions by Enrollment Size - Carnegie Classification
Institution Type
Number of Institution
Baccalaureate Colleges
13
Doctoral Universities
23
Master's Colleges and
Universities
22
Special Focus Institution
1
Grand Total
59
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Table 16 Institutions by Enrollment Size - Carnegie Class. (%)
Institutions by Enrollment Size - Carnegie Classification
Carnegie Classification
Percentage
Baccalaureate Colleges
22.0%
Doctoral Universities
39.0%
Master's Colleges and Universities
37.3%
Special Focus Institution
1.7%
Grand Total
100.0%

Table 17 Institutions by Enrollment Size - Carnegie Class. (Type)
Carnegie Classification by Institutional Size
Carnegie Classification Large
medium
small
Baccalaureate Colleges
13
Doctoral Universities
16
7
Master's Colleges and
Universities
3
8
11
Special Focus Institution
1
Grand Total
19
15
25

Grand Total
13
23
22
1
59

Table 18 Competencies by Carnegie Classification
Number of competency themes coded by Carnegie Classification
Master's
Special
Baccalaureate
Doctoral
Colleges and
Focus
Grand
Values
Colleges
Universities Universities Institution Total
Counseling and
Communication
Skills
18
60
49
3
130
Promote Student
Development and
Achievement
6
7
13
0
26
Facilitate Transitions
and counsel Educational Potential
14
47
43
2
106
Serve Cultural
Differences of
students
6
19
22
0
47
Appropriate Ethical
7
24
21
1
53
68

Behavior/Prof.
Conduct
Develop, Collect,
Analyze, Interpret
Data
Advocacy and
Leadership in
Advancing the
Concerns of Students
Organize and
Support a College
Admission
Counseling Program
Credential
Availability
Cheerleading
Motivation &
Dependability
Institutional
Knowledge
Organizing,
Planning, and
Prioritizing Work
Physical Ability
Innovative
Total
Average per
institution

13

34

23

2

72

1

2

6

0

9

7
21
13
5

21
36
23
5

12
48
29
17

0
2
0
0

40
107
65
27

7

14

11

0

32

0

1

1

0

2

23
2

34
11

45
5

2
0

104
18

0
143

0
338

2
347

0
12

2
840

11.00

14.70

15.77

12

14.24

Table 19 Competency Clustered by Carnegie Classification
Number of competencies coded by Carnegie Classification
Master's
Special
Competency
Baccalaureate
Doctoral
Colleges and
Focus
Grand
coding
Colleges
Universities
Universities Institution Total
Competencies 1-8
72
214
189
8
483
Competencies 9-16
71
124
158
4
357
Total
143
338
347
12
840
Percentage
Percentage 1-8
50.3%
63.3%
54.5%
66.7% 57.5%
Percentage 9-16
49.7%
36.7%
45.5%
33.3% 42.5%
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Table 20 Competencies by Institutions Type - Carnegie Classification

Institution Type
4-Year, Private
4-Year, Public
Grand Total

Institutional Type by Carnegie Classification
Master's
Special
Baccalaureate
Doctoral
Colleges and
Focus
Grand
Colleges
Universities
Universities
Institution Total
12
8
10
30
1
15
12
1
29
13
23
22
1
59

Analysis of Results for Research Question 4
R4: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at institutions based
on the size of the institutional?
The results of R4 revealed that for every NACAC competency and also those newly
identified in this project, large universities recorded having more competencies in their job
postings than medium, small, and very small institutions. Overall, large institutions recorded
52.3%, medium institutions total 13.9%, small institutions had 24.2%, and very small
institutions had 9.6% NACAC competencies listed within their job postings.

Table 21 NACAC Competencies by Institutions Size
Number of competency themes coded by Institutional Size
Very
Large
Medium Small
Small

Themes
Counseling and
Communication Skills
Promote Student
Development and
Achievement
Facilitate Transitions and
counsel - Educational
Potential

Grand Total

74

18

30

8

130

13

1

8

4

26

66

13

20

7

106

70

Serve Cultural Differences of
students
Appropriate Ethical
Behavior/Prof. Conduct
Develop, Collect, Analyze,
Interpret Data
Advocacy and Leadership in
Advancing the Concerns of
Students
Organize and Support a
College Admission
Counseling Program
Credential
Availability
Cheerleading
Motivation & Dependability
Institutional Knowledge
Organizing, Planning, and
Prioritizing Work
Physical Ability
Innovative
Total
Average
Percentage %

26

4

13

4

47

31

4

15

3

53

39

7

20

6

72

7

0

2

0

9

23
52
29
7
18
2

9
19
13
6
4
0

3
26
15
10
4
0

5
10
8
4
6
0

40
107
65
27
32
2

40
12
0
439
15.68
52.3%

17
1
1
117
11.70
13.9%

32
4
1
203
12.69
24.2%

15
1
0
81
16.20
9.6%

104
18
2
840
14.24
100.0%

Analysis of Results for Research Question 5
R5: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at institutions based
on the Minority Serving Institution (MSI) denotation versus ones that do not qualify as
an MSI?
Of the N=59 institutions whose job postings were analyzed, n=6 were predominately
white institutions, n=7 were Hispanic serving institutions, n=4 had a majority black student
population, and n=2 had a majority Asian student population. See table # 16, Institutions by
Largest Ethnic Group.
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Table 22 Institutions by Largest Ethnic Group
Institutions by Largest Ethnic Group
Ethnicity
Number of Institutions
Asian
2
Black
4
Hispanic
7
White
46
Grand Total
59

White institutions noted within this study accounted for 69% of the reviewed
competencies within the study. However, Asian Institutions averaged 33.00 competencies,
Black institutions averaged 16.00, Hispanic institutions averaged 18.57, and white institutions
averaged 12.61 competencies per institution. See Table #17 Competencies by Institutions by
Largest Ethnic Group.

Table 23 Competencies by Institutions - Largest Ethnic Group
Number of competency themes coded by Institutional Largest Demographic (ethnicity)
Grand
Themes
Asian
Black
Hispanic
White
Total
Counseling and
Communication Skills
7
11
17
95
130
Promote Student
Development and
Achievement
6
0
11
9
26
Facilitate Transitions and
counsel - Educational
Potential
11
10
17
68
106
Serve Cultural Differences of
students
1
0
11
35
47
Appropriate Ethical
Behavior/Prof. Conduct
8
4
9
32
53
Develop, Collect, Analyze,
Interpret Data
4
7
12
49
72
Advocacy and Leadership in
Advancing the Concerns of
4
0
2
3
9
72

Students
Organize and Support a
College Admission
Counseling Program
Credential
Availability
Cheerleading
Motivation & Dependability
Institutional Knowledge
Organizing, Planning, and
Prioritizing Work
Physical Ability
Innovative
Total
Percentage
Average

6
8
2
1
4
0

4
9
5
1
3
0

5
11
10
7
3
0

25
79
48
18
22
2

40
107
65
27
32
2

4
0
0
66
7.9%
33.00

9
0
1
64
7.6%
16.00

12
2
1
130
15.5%
18.57

79
16
0
580
69.0%
12.61

104
18
2
840
100.0%
14.24

Table 24 Competencies by Institutions by Largest Ethnic Group (%)
Competency Themes grouped by Institutional Largest Demographic (ethnicity)
Grand
Competency coding
Asian
Black
Hispanic White
Total
Competencies 1-8
47
36
84
316
483
Competencies 9-16
19
28
46
264
357
Total
66
64
130
580
840
Percentage of
Competencies 1-8
71.2%
56.3%
64.6% 54.5%
57.5%
Percentage of
Competencies 9-16
28.8%
43.8%
35.4% 45.5%
42.5%

Chapter 4 Summary
Admissions Counselors continue to be impacted by the evolving roles of their positions
in higher education. In many instances, they are expected to participate in university-wide
enrollment management initiatives. Though many opportunities exist for personnel to secure
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employment as admissions counselors, a 2014 Survey on Admissions Officers found that more
than 60 percent of admissions counselors were either looking to find a career outside of
admissions or were unsure about staying in admission within three years of being hired (Phair,
2014). There are no formalized opportunities for admissions counselors to develop their
professional skills within the discipline (Phair, 2014), and the discipline is likely to be enticing
as an entry-level position for recent college graduates. It is not seen as a potential career
opportunity for professionals.
This study is significant as there is a need to examine the admissions counselor field's
current competencies. The aim of this study is to determine if a revised set of competencies are
needed to be effective as an admissions counselor. In order to better understand this
phenomenon, the researcher utilized five research questions
R1: Are the job competencies associated with admissions
counselors/recruiters at 4-year public and private institutions as prescribed by
NACAC in 2000 still relevant today?
R2: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at
institutions based on institutional type?
R3: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at
institutions based on Carnegie Classification?
R4: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at
institutions based on the size of the institution?
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R5: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at
institutions based on the MSI (Minority Serving Institution MSI () denotation
versus ones that do not qualify as an MSI?
N=59 schools were selected to participate in this study. n=7 were represented by the
Midwest, the Northeast represented n=20, n=16 was represented by the South, and n=16 were
under the West's umbrella. Eight hundred forty qualifications were analyzed from 59 job
postings that represented n= 29 public and n= 30 private institutions for a total of N=59
universities whose job postings were analyzed in this study. Of the n=28 large institutions,
n=21 were public institutions, and n=7 were private. 39% or n=23 of the institutions whose
postings were analyzed in this study were doctoral universities. Overall, large institutions
recorded 52.3%, medium institutions total 13.9%, small institutions had 24.2%, and very small
institutions had 9.6% NACA competencies listed within their job postings. Several limitations
emerged based on the data analysis; in Chapter 5, the data and data analysis implications
relative to the research questions will be discussed.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSION
Introduction
The inclusion of schools throughout the South, West, and Northeast were well
represented within this study. However, only 11.9% of the schools randomly selected were
represented by the Midwest even though there are more than 1,800 public and private not-forprofit institutions within the region. This study also examined schools that that were currently
hiring an admissions counselor. One finding was that fewer schools in the Midwest were hiring
for that position during the time of the data collection
The researcher identified eight unique themes that surfaced from the 357 statements in
the “qualifications:” 1) Credential, 2) Availability, 3) Cheerleading, 4) Motivation and
Dependability, 5) Institutional Knowledge, 6) Organizing, Planning, and Prioritizing Work, 7)
Physical Ability, 8) Innovative. From here, the researcher created the following competencies
to align with the Competencies prescribed by NACAC:
•

The Possession of the Credentials needed to legally work in the position and drive

•

The ability to have flexible availability to work outside of normal hours

•

The ability to act as the cheerleader for the institution

•

The Demonstration of Self-Motivation and being Dependable

•

The Understanding of Institution Knowledge

•

The Ability to Organize, Plan, and Prioritize Work

•

The Demonstration on being “physically” able to complete the job

•

The Ability to be Innovative and Create New Processes
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The findings of this study reflect the five research questions that were utilized in this study.
Those research questions are:
R1: Are the job competencies associated with admissions counselors/recruiters at 4year public and private institutions as prescribed by NACAC in 2000 still relevant
today?
R2: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at institutions based
on institutional type?
R3: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at institutions based
on Carnegie Classification?
R4: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at institutions based
on institutional size?
R5: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at institutions based
on the Minority Serving Institution MSI (denotation versus ones that do not qualify as
an MSI?
In addition to providing a summary of each research question's findings, Chapter five will also
provide an analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the study. Lastly, the chapter will
conclude with recommendations for future practice and research.
Summary of Findings
Summary of Findings for Research Question 1
R1: Are the job competencies associated with admissions counselors/recruiters at 4year public and private institutions as prescribed by NACAC in 2000 still relevant in 2018?
This study intends to analyze the job competencies associated with admissions counselors
today, compare them to the 2000 Statement of Counseling Competencies prescribed by
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NACAC, and determine if there are new competencies that should be added to the current
model; the researcher identified 59 institutional job postings and analyzed the 840
qualifications (both required and preferred) that surfaced. Of the 840 qualifications, 57.5%
(483) were coded in one of the eight competencies prescribed by NACAC. This finding
supports the idea that universities feel as though most of the competencies listed by NACAC
are relevant.
Of the 483 competencies that fell under the NACAC competencies umbrella, 130
(26%) of them were associated with the “The Possession and Demonstration of Exemplary
Counseling and Communication Skills.” This finding support Phair’s report (2014) that states
that “verbal communication, interpersonal skills, and writing are ranked most important by
admissions professionals for entry-level candidates” (Phair, 2014, p. 5). Also, a NACAC
Admission Officer Career Path Survey (2011) highlighted that 98.5% (1470) and 99% (1477)
participants agreed that “verbal communication skills” and “interpersonal skills” were very
important skills for admissions counselors, respectively, further supporting that this
competency was still relevant in 2018. Eighty-eight percent or n=52 of the institutions
surveyed value communication skills, proved by having at least one job statement aligning
with communication competency.
Along with Counseling and Communication skills, “the Ability to Facilitate Transitions
and Counsel Students Towards the Realization of Their Full Educational Potential” surfaced as
a top competency as well. This competency accounted for 21.9 % (106) of the statements that
fell under the NACAC competencies umbrella. This finding was anticipated since “facilitating
transitions and counseling students” would require that the admissions counselor have the
competency to communicate effectively. A report published by AACRAO (2016) highlighted
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seven specific proficiencies that admissions counselors should possess, with the top skill
stating that counselors should provide inquiring students with messages throughout all phases
of the admissions funnel. This information supports the findings that counselors should provide
counseling to students and help them transition to college. Also, n=49 or 83% of the N=59
institutions surveyed included at least one job requirement that fell within the “facilitate
transitions and counsel students” competency.
Although the two prominent competencies, “The Possession and Demonstration of
Exemplary Counseling and Communication Skills” and “the Ability to Facilitate Transitions
and Counsel Students Towards the Realization of Their Full Educational Potential,” were well
represented across the institutions, the other six competencies competency were loosely
required across the 59 institutions surveyed: “Understanding and promoting student
development and achievement” – n = 13 (22.0%); “Serve individuals with cultural differences
and specific needs of students” – n = 28 (47%); “Ethically sound and professional” – n = 25
(42.3%); Develop, collect, and analyze data 42 (71.1%); Advancing the concerns of students –
6 (10.1%); “Ability to Organize and Support a College Admission Counseling Program” n =
31 (52.5%). This finding shows that institutions do find these competencies relevant, especially
when considering data analysis.
One interesting discovery was the low representation of institutions requiring
counselors to be competent in the area of “advancing the concerns of students.” Given the
political climate and its effect that has stagnated international recruitment (Chronicle, 2017), it
was interesting to see the limited number of schools that expected this competency. The
NACAC Counselors Competency states that admissions counselors should “understand the
political issues and climate of the school or college and work to improve and extend programs
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and services that strengthen the educational experiences of all students” (Counselor
Competencies, 2000, p. 12). To that end, opportunities exist for admissions officers and
institutions to re-examine if there is a value placed on advocating for students on what they
need to be successful before they enroll.
Summary of Findings for Research Question 2
R2: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at institutions based on
institutional type?
When analyzing the research question, “how are job competencies for admission
counselors different institutions based on institutional type, “the research highlights how the
number of job statements have was split relatively equal between public and private
institutions. Public institutions accounted for 418 of the 840 statements, while private
institutions accounted for 422 statements. Regarding the originally prescribed competencies
listed in a CAC, 249 of the 418 statements fell underneath the original competencies, and 234
of the 422 fell underneath the original competencies for the private institutions. For both types,
counseling and communication skills were the top competencies represented by the job
statements, with 16% of statements representing counseling and communication for private
institutions and 15% for a public institution. This finding supports the idea that communication
is a priority for this job. The “21st-century description of competencies needed for the
workplace” list communication as a top competency for the workplace (Rios, Ling, & Pugh,
2020), thus further supporting the studies' findings and its importance. Also, n=52 of the N=59
institutions surveyed had statements that fell underneath the counseling and communication
competency.
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Of the eight new competencies that emerged, “having credentials,” “being able to have
a flexible work schedule,” and “having the ability to organize and prioritize work” were top
themes that emerged from the statements that were not represented by the original eight
competencies. Since credentials are not reserved on specific training to complete your task and
heavily focus on “valid driver's license” and “bachelor's degree,” The researcher does not have
the support to highlight institutions requiring specific licenses and credentials in training
successfully in this role. These credentials listed more so highlighted the basic needs to
perform any task that requires traveling and getting around in a vehicle.
The same idea can be stated when discussing “having the availability “to have a
flexible work schedule as the third-highest competency theme. Being flexible is necessary in
admissions counselors and recruiters’ roles because the position requires the staff to work
nights and weekends and sometimes outside of the 40-hour workweek. Although this may not
be a competency, it is a strong requirement that was highlighted several times. “Organizing,
planning, and prioritizing work” was the second-highest theme that presented itself amongst
the statements that did not fall underneath those listed by NACAC, especially at private
institutions (N=59 for private institutions versus n=44 for the public institution). These
statements included various soft skills related to the theme and are useful and relevant for
counseling.
Having the ability to create a schedule that allows you to be both efficient and effective
and multitask are factors needed for the job (Clandestine et al., 2015). As the world continues
to evolve and the student dynamic of those attending college continues to shift, admissions
personnel must take on more responsibility on top of the normal, day-to-day functions (Phair,
2014 ). Therefore, the ability to plan and organize is crucial. As a recommendation, the
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researcher would propose that the National Association of college admission counseling
consider adding an element that accurately describes admissions counselors as autonomous and
creating minimal direction.
Summary of Findings for Research Question 3
R3: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at institutions based on
Carnegie Classification?
The researcher examined 59 institutions for this study. Of the N=59 institution, n=13 (22%)
are only bachelor’s degree-granting institutions, n=22 (37.3%) Master’s degree-granting
colleges and universities, n=23 (39%) are doctoral universities, and n=1 (1.7%) institution is a
special focus institution. One prevalent finding was the statements under the umbrella of
Counseling and Communication Competencies. However, all four institutional types had job
statements surrounding Counseling and Communication competencies, there was a difference
in the number of statements based on the institutional type. Baccalaureate Colleges had an
average of 1.38, mu=1.38, per institution, while master’s and doctoral institutions had averages
of mu=2.22 and mu=2.6. Although there were more statements represented at the doctoral
level, the statements were more saturated across the competencies at the master’s level.
Doctoral institutions had a high representation of statements that fell underneath “counseling
and communication” n = 60 (46.1%) and underneath “facilitate transitions and counsel
students” n = 47 (36.1)% The researcher can assumes that these two competencies are highly
regarded at doctoral institutions since statements that fell within those two competencies
accounted for 107 (31.6%) of the statements analyzed for this particular Carnegie Classified
institution. On the contrary, master’s institutions had steady representation across all
competencies.
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The average number of job statements posted increased with institutions that awarded
degrees higher than the bachelor’s level. On average, the number of job statements per
institution was mu=14.24. Bachelor’s granting degrees accounted for mu=11.00, while
doctoral-granting degree and master’s granting degree institutions were represented with
mu=14.70 and mu=15.77, respectively. Special-program represented mu=12.00
Summary of Findings for Research Question 4
R4: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at institutions based on
institutional size?
There is a difference in the categorization of size when comparing the Carnegie
Classification model on size to the NCES model. The “very small” and “less than 1,000
students” categories represented by Carnegie and NCES respectively have identical thresholds,
and therefore have the same number of institutions represented in the study. However, the shift
in the number of large institutions changes dramatically when comparing Carnegie to NCES.
The large institutions change from 47.5% to 23.7% when larger institutions parameter change
from “greater than 10,000 students” to “greater than 20,000 students.” Medium-sized
institutions see a shift as well when compared to midsize: 5,000 – 19,999 students. The study's
selected institutions comprised 16.9% of institutions when using the Carnegie Classification
model compared to 33.9% when using the NCES model.
Although both shifts in the data are significant in value, it doesn’t provide real
significance based on student selection behavior when it comes to choosing institutions for
attendance. Of the approximately 4,300 institutions in the country, close to 42% of those
institutions would be classified as “very small” or “less than 1,000 students;” however, they
only enroll three percent of all students. On the contrary, institutions that have an enrollment of
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at least 5,000 students represent 24% of all institutions but house 79% of all students enrolled.
Institutions with an enrollment of at least 20,000 represent 37% of all students attending
college, yet only makeup five percent of institutions in the nation. Comparatively, institutions
that enroll between 5,000 and 19,999 enroll 42% of all students yet only make up 19% or all
institutions.
Even though more institutions are represented as a whole that have enrollments of less
than 1,000 students, an overwhelming number of these institutions are private, nonprofit.
Institutions that have are private with less than 5,0000 students make up 89% of all private
nonprofit institutions compared to 37% of public institutions.
Summary of Findings for Research Question 5
R5: How are job competencies for admissions counselors different at institutions based on the
Minority Serving Institution MSI (denotation versus ones that do not qualify as an MSI?
Of the N=59 institutions that were surveyed, 46 of the institutions had a predominantly
white student body population. This finding did not come as a shock since almost 53% of all
students enrolled in college are white (census.gov). Knowing this, the researcher worked to
better understand the ethnic and racial makeup of the institutions by examining the nonmajority population. Staying in line with the Carnegie classification of institutional size, the
researcher disaggregated the institutions into large, medium, small, and very small categories
for institutional size.
The researcher then disaggregated the non-majority population, i.e., the total amount of
student population that does not identify as white, by grouping the percentage of non-white
students into categories. The categories were less than 25%, 26 to 50%, 51 to 75%, and 76 to
100%. Of those schools that had less than 25% of the students represent non-white populations,
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four represent large institutions, too represent it medium institutions, five represent it small
institutions, and one represented very small institutions.
Of those Schools that had between 26 to 50% of students represent the non-majority
population, nine were from large schools, five were from medium schools, seven were from
small schools, and two were from very small schools. Of the schools that had 50 to 75% of the
population representing the non-majority, nine schools were large, one school was medium,
three schools were small, and two schools were very small, for a total of 15 out of the 59
schools. Of the schools with more than 75% of the student population representing the nonmajority, seven were large schools, two were medium schools, and one was a small institution;
this made up 10 of the 59 institutions.
The researcher also looks at the average number of statements listed on the job postings
disaggregated by the non-majority population categories. The institutions that had less than
25% now majority students averaged 10.83 statements per posting; the institutions that had
between 25 to 50% non-majority student population averaged 11.82 statements; institutions
that had between 51 and 75% of their student body fall into the non-majority populationaveraged 15.87 statements per posting; in those institutions that had more than 75% of the
student population identify as non-majority averaged 21.2 statements her job and
announcement.
The institutions categorized by the number of non-majority students related to the
number of job postings show differences amongst institutions. The research supports a positive
correlation between the number of non-majority students on the campus and the number of job
statements listed, showing the more diverse the student population, the more listed job
requirements.
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Summary of the Findings
There were inconsistencies in more than 40% of the competencies needed for an
admissions counselor's role regardless of if the institutions were public or private. There are
little to no training materials or job resources that can better show what is available within the
discipline. Even when looking at the BLS, the focus was not on the admissions director or
admissions counselors' positions- instead, enrollment managers remained the focus. There is
not enough dialogue on the required skill for obtaining the position within higher education.
The competencies as noted within this study do not create a clear pathway for individuals that
are interested in counseling as a profession. The role of the admissions counselor has evolved.
Yet, there is not enough emphasis placed on competencies (or job statements) in the following
areas, such as Culturally Competency and Social and virtual communication (CRMs, SNS,
Teleconferencing).
As students of color, nontraditional students, and international students face different
challenges to enroll in postsecondary institutions, various recruitment strategies may be
implemented to target these specific individuals (Swann at el, 1998). In a study conducted by
Phair (2014)- where the surveyed participants were admissions counselors and deans of the
admissions office, 98% of the participants noted strong communication as a critical
competency for admissions counselors. Currently, admissions counselors have a limited
understanding of diversity; therefore, more emphasis should be placed on cultural competency.
Counselors should be trained to be effective in their jobs and should possess a level of
awareness that allows them to connect with families. Many of the students within higher ed
currently identifies as First Gen students. At times, these students are not only speaking for
themselves but also speaking for their families.
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“Creating videos to mail out to prospects,” was an innovative tactic 20 years ago
(Daun-Barnett et al, 2013); however, the method in which these services are offered may look
different.
One competency that was expected to surface was understanding the digital world and
how reimagining technology is useful and has changed how we operate in higher education.
Recruitment requires the ability to present materials at events and communicate with students
and parents about the available opportunities for students. Colleges are now using social media
to attract students to their institutions by utilizing opportunities to connect their applications to
their social media accounts. Still, this information was not noted within the findings of this
study. However, we know that social media is a critical element in reaching students during
the recruitment process in higher education. Though counselors are required to use practical
communication skills to reach students, the effective use of social media in these regards is not
mentioned.
Strengths and Weakness of the Study
Strengths
There were many identifiable strengths and weaknesses of this study. One strength of the
study is the disaggregation between public and private institutions. The researcher examined
N=59 institutions, n=30 of which were classified as private institutions, while n=29 were
classified as public institutions. This provides a well-rounded examination of the different
types of institutions. Despite the fact, there is approximately a 1:2 ratio of public to private
institutions, 750 4-year public institutions versus 1,590 4-year private institutions, public
institutions educate and award more degrees than private institutions (U.S. Department of
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Education, National Center for Education Statistics, Education Directory, Colleges and
Universities, 2019). The researcher was able to examine a diverse range of institutions within
the South, West, and Northeast regions of the United States.
Another strength of the study was the number of job postings analyzed. The researcher
examined N=59 institutions across the country that span across four different regions.
Although the researcher only looked at required and preferred qualifications, 840 different
statements surfaced to provide a robust sample size of job statements. 67 descriptions of the
statements came out of the job postings analysis and were later grouped into themes or new
competencies. What started as 67 was grouped to becoming 16 competencies, eight original
competencies prescribed by NACAC, and eight new competencies.
Weaknesses
One of the observable weaknesses in this study was that the researcher did not analyze
the entire Job Specifications of the 840 different statements. It is possible that the NACAC
competencies could have been listed within other sections of the job posting. Additionally, the
study did not review the Knowledge Skills and Abilities portion of the job postings. Lastly,
only 11.9% of the schools randomly selected were represented by the Midwest even though
there are more than 1,800 public and private not-for-profit institutions.
Recommendations for Future research
By analyzing the job statements listed under the required and preferred qualifications
section on job postings at N=59 institutions within the US, the researcher provided a rationale
as to why competencies prescribed by NACAC are still relevant today and why there should be
a consideration on revisiting and including new competencies. The researcher only examined
“required and preferred qualifications” with this study; however, some of the competencies that
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employers and hiring managers expect from their new hires may be embedded in other parts of
the posting. As stated in the study's weaknesses, some institutions house many of their
“credentials” in the “qualification section,” so it would be interesting to conduct the same study
utilizing all components of the job specifications. In general, job specifications encompass the
KSAs (knowledge, skills, abilities) needed to be successful in the field (Brannick et al., 2007).
Future studies may also be interested in segmenting the study and focusing more on the
specific types of institutions. For example, schools with higher diversity rates also had more
job statements than smaller, predominantly white institutions. Future studies could examine
these types of institutions specifically and determine if there is a difference amongst
institutions of the same type within a particular segment.
And lastly, it would be an important study for the future to see how many institutions'
Office of Admissions (or Human Resources, depending on who creates the job posting for the
institution) align their job specification for the admissions counselor's role with the
competencies prescribed by NACAC. Although the organization has been in existence since
1937 and provides counseling standards, competencies, training, and best practices, they don’t
have jurisdiction to dictate how admissions counselors must perform in the role. So some
institutions may not attend conferences and training, let alone know that this set of
competencies even exist. Areas that could be explored would be to investigate if those who
created the job announcements for these positions are aware of the NACAC competencies, but
if they even use a set of competencies, they are a hiring measure. The researchers pointed out
in Chapter 2 about the lack of training or educational programs centered around enrollment
management, more specifically, College Admissions, so it would be interesting to see what
formal training is provided (if any) and if the training aligns with competencies.
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Recommendations for Future Practice
This study examined the job statements listed within the required and preferred qualifications
section within the job posting to determine if there was a need for NACAC to update their list
of competencies needed for an admissions counselor's role. As stated in the literature,
admissions counselors have often been considered to be the “cheerleaders” for the institution
(Sheffield & Meskill, 1974) and not included in the strategic planning process of the institution
(Phair, 2014). Without providing a clear route for counselors to understand their worth and see
career progression in the role, burnout and/or career changes become inevitable. Therefore,
institutions should reconsider how they structure these positions to provide clear pathways
towards transitioning into non-entry level roles. This could be accomplished by creating a
standard that measures performance, based on the competencies listed by NACAC, and
showing the staff where they can progress career-wise by mastering the competencies.
In addition to creating pathways to success and promotion, institutions and their
admission offices can evaluate their mission statements, both the office and the institution, and
see which components align with the NACAC competencies. Since these competencies were
created in 2000, there has been much advancement in the way we recruit and who is recruited
for school (Barnds, 2009). Therefore, 20 years ago, tactics may still be relevant today, but the
method in which these services are offered may look different. As an example, diverse students
may have applied more to ethnic and racially diverse students originally, but now diverse
encompasses veteran students, nontraditional students, and even the opposite gender for
specific-gender-dominated fields (recruiting more women into engineering programs).
Another example would be “creating videos to mail out to prospects,” which was an
innovative tactic 20 years ago (Daun-Barnett et al, 2013); however, with the explosion of the
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internet and social media, colleges are now able to create multiple videos and email students
the link or direct them to various websites to watch the videos. This, of course, is still a form of
recruitment, except the methods have changed. These modifications should be accounted for
when examining the NACAC competencies, and Offices and institutions should feel confident
modifying as needed.
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Appendix II. Institution Breakdown by Size and Region
Number of Institutions by Size and Region
Region
Midwest
Northeast
South
West
Grand Total

Large

Medium

Small
6
2
3
4
15

5
6
8
19

1
13
7
4
25

Grand Total
7
20
16
16
59

Number of Institutions by Region and Type
Row Labels
Midwest
Northeast
South
West
Grand Total

4-Year, Private

4-Year, Public

2
16
5
7
30

5
4
11
9
29

Grand Total
7
20
16
16
59

Competencies by Region
Competencies
Counseling and
Communication
Skills
Promote Student
Development and
Achievement
Facilitate
Transitions and
counsel Educational
Potential
Serve Cultural
Differences of
students
Appropriate Ethical
Behavior/Prof.
Conduct
Develop, Collect,

Midwest

Northeast

South

West

Grand Total

8

44

32

46

130

0

9

3

14

26

14

28

25

39

106

6

19

6

16

47

4
3

22
22

5
19

22
28

53
72

93

Analyze, Interpret
Data
Advocacy and
Leadership in
Advancing the
Concerns of
Students
Organize and
Support a College
Admission
Counseling Program
Credential
Availability
Cheerleading
Motivation &
Dependability
Institutional
Knowledge
Organizing,
Planning, and
Prioritizing Work
Physical Ability
Innovative
Total
Average by Region

0

1

1

7

9

2
14
9
1

12
34
21
14

7
28
14
6

19
31
21
6

40
107
65
27

2

11

7

12

32

0

0

1

1

2

10
2
0
75
10.71

49
4
2
292
14.60

17
5
0
176
11.00

28
7
0
297
18.56

104
18
2
840
14.24
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Appendix III. Data Coded by Job Requirements
Job Description Statistics
Coded Value
Counseling and
Communication
Skills
Experience in
counseling,
advising,
admissions,
(student affairs)
Bachelor’s or
higher
Computer/database
skill
Team Player
Physical Ability
Appropriate Ethical
Behavior/Prof.
Conduct
Facilitate
Transitions and
counsel Educational
Potential
Evenings and
weekends
Ability to travel
Driver’s License
Serve Cultural
Differences of
students
Work
Independently

N
5
2

Range
127.00

Min
1.00

Max
128.00

Sum
320.0

µ
6.153

σ
19.26939

4
6

57.00

.00

57.00

142.5

3.097

9.09555

5
5
4
5
2
8
1
6
3
2

67.00

1.00

68.00

170.0

3.0909

9.95782

55.00

.00

55.00

137.50

3.0556

8.85247

30.00

.00

30.00

75.00

2.6786

5.98797

17.00

.00

17.00

42.50

2.6563

4.31555

34.00

.00

34.00

85.00

2.6563

6.41877

2
4

25.00

.00

25.00

62.50

2.6042

5.36287

3
4
2
9
3
5
2
5

35.00

.00

35.00

87.50

2.5735

6.39381

28.00

.00

28.00

70.00

2.4138

5.50660

33.00

.00

33.00

82.50

2.3571

5.95519

23.00

.00

23.00

57.50

2.3000

4.84768

2
3

21.00

.00

21.00

52.50

2.2826

4.55478
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Organizational
Skills
Understand the
mission of the
institution;
program
Marketing Event
planning exp
Detail Oriented
Problem solve
Sales
Ability to multitask
Build mutually
beneficial
relationships
Timeliness
Fast paced
environment
Spanish Fluency or
bilingual
Enthusiastic about
the institution
Develop, Collect,
Analyze, Interpret
Data
Flexible
Good decisionmaking
Confidentiality
Promote Student
Development and
Achievement

3
0
9

27.00

.00

27.00

67.50

2.2500

5.22057

7.00

1.00

8.00

20.00

2.2222

2.38630

8

6.00

1.00

7.00

17.50

2.1875

2.13705

2
0
1
3
1
2
1
8
1
1

17.00

.00

17.00

42.50

2.1250

3.91984

11.00

.00

11.00

27.50

2.1154

2.97317

10.00

.00

10.00

25.00

2.0833

2.81096

15.00

.00

15.00

37.50

2.0833

3.58202

9.00

.00

9.00

22.50

2.0455

2.68751

1
4
9

11.00

.00

11.00

27.50

1.9643

2.88540

6.00

1.00

7.00

17.50

1.9444

2.06828

2
1
1
2
1
9

16.00

.00

16.00

40.00

1.9048

3.63187

9.00

.00

9.00

22.50

1.8750

2.52375

14.00

.00

14.00

35.00

1.8421

3.32103

1
4
1
0
1
3
1
3

10.00

.00

10.00

25.00

1.7857

2.66541

7.00

.00

7.00

17.50

1.7500

2.15058

9.00

.00

9.00

22.50

1.7308

2.47163

9.00

.00

9.00

22.50

1.7308

2.60301
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Repetitive task
Work under
pressure
Critical Thinking
Skills
Motivated
Experience with
various religious
education or
Liberal arts
Handle paperwork
Advocacy and
Leadership in
Advancing the
Concerns of
Students
Professional
Appearance
Plan and Prioritize
Transfer
populations
Accuracy in work
Know state and
federal laws
Background Check
Social media and
web marketing
Special Events and
Projects
Organize and
Support a College
Admission
Counseling
Program
Collaborate with
other units
Work in highly
motivated

6
1
2
9

3.00
8.00

1.00
.00

4.00
8.00

10.00
20.00

1.6667
1.6667

1.21106
2.22928

6.00

.00

6.00

15.00

1.6667

1.87083

1
3
5

8.00

.00

8.00

20.00

1.5385

2.18386

2.00

1.00

3.00

7.50

1.5000

.86603

5
1
2

2.00
7.00

1.00
.00

3.00
7.00

7.50
17.50

1.5000
1.4583

.86603
2.14750

7

4.00

.00

4.00

10.00

1.4286

1.27242

7
4

4.00
1.00

.00
1.00

4.00
2.00

10.00
5.00

1.4286
1.2500

1.27242
.50000

4
4

1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00

2.00
2.00

5.00
5.00

1.2500
1.2500

.50000
.50000

6
8

3.00
4.00

.00
.00

3.00
4.00

7.50
10.00

1.2500
1.2500

.98742
1.28174

5

2.00

.00

2.00

5.00

1.0000

.70711

1
3

5.00

.00

5.00

12.50

.9615

1.42100

3

.50

.50

1.00

2.50

.8333

.28868

3

.50

.50

1.00

2.50

.8333

.28868
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environment
Graduate or
experience with
institution
Academic
programs
Military experience
Respectful
Creative
Accept
constructive
criticism
Ability to do the
work
Ability to learn
information
Adult population
Cultural of Safety
Innovative
Strong Work Ethic
Dependability
Write Reports
Professional office
experience
Live in the region
Understand modern
technology
Sitting for long
periods
Access to
transportation
Test requirement
(SAT, ACT,
university test)
Defensive Driving
Project
Management
Math/Geometry
Market to

3

.50

.50

1.00

2.50

.8333

.28868

3

.50

.50

1.00

2.50

.8333

.28868

3
3
3
3

.50
.50
.50
.50

.50
.50
.50
.50

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50

.8333
.8333
.8333
.8333

.28868
.28868
.28868
.28868

3

.50

.50

1.00

2.50

.8333

.28868

3

.50

.50

1.00

2.50

.8333

.28868

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50

.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50

.8333
.8333
.8333
.8333
.8333
.8333
.8333

.28868
.28868
.28868
.28868
.28868
.28868
.28868

3
3

.50
.50

.50
.50

1.00
1.00

2.50
2.50

.8333
.8333

.28868
.28868

3

.50

.50

1.00

2.50

.8333

.28868

3

.50

.50

1.00

2.50

.8333

.28868

3

.50

.50

1.00

2.50

.8333

.28868

6
7

2.00
2.00

.00
.00

2.00
2.00

5.00
5.00

.8333
.7143

.75277
.75593

7
5

2.00
1.00

.00
.00

2.00
1.00

5.00
2.50

.7143
.5000

.75593
.50000
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International
Students
Quality service
Reading.
Comprehension
Other duties
assigned
Commitment to
excellence
Respectable
Valid N (listwise)

5
6

1.00
1.00

.00
.00

1.00
1.00

2.50
2.50

.5000
.4167

.50000
.49160

2

.00

.00

.00

.00

.0000

.00000

2

.00

.00

.00

.00

.0000

.00000

3
2

.00

.00

.00

.00

.0000

.00000
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Curriculum Vitae

Sebern Coleman, Jr., M.Ed.
University of Nevada, Las Vegas ~ 4505 S. Maryland Pkwy ~ Las Vegas, NV 89154 ~ COE 112
Email: sebern.coleman@gmail.com

Summary of Qualifications
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Sixteen years of higher education experience within student affairs, academic affairs, and
enrollment management, coupled with expertise in student development, academic advising,
admissions counseling, student recruitment, and orientation
Highly skilled in data analytics, data mining, implementing and maintaining a CRM (Customer
Relationship Management) technology, and data-driven decision-making
Experience with first year, transfer, and graduate students ranging from the traditional, nontraditional, and international students, at both public and private universities
Thorough understanding for the urgency to provide holistic academic counseling, advising, and
mentorship from an educational and career aspect
High competency in creating and fostering mutually beneficial relationships and establishing
professional connections with both internal and external constituents
Strong leadership skills and in-depth experience with establishing teams and creating a culture
of efficiency through strength-based leadership tactics
Ability to create classroom (or training) learning environment that keep students (or
participants) engaged while challenging them to develop or enhance critical thinking skills and
think outside of societal norms

Professional Experience
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, NV
November 2019 - present
Director of Educator Preparation
• Oversee and office and staff that develops and maintains educational pipelines for more than 60
undergraduate and graduate academic programs in the UNLV College of Education, spanning across
four different departments.
• Continually track and communicate recruitment strategies and tactics with more than 20 graduate and
program coordinators for the UNLV College of Education and its graduate programs.
• Collaborate with the UNLV College of Education Recruitment Coordinator and the Assistant Director
of Advising and ARL to create strategies to attract students to the educational profession, including
teaching, training, and counseling.
• Serve as the liaison to educator-related local, state, and national regulatory bodies and organizations,
including the Commission on Professional Standards, Nevada Department of education, Clark County
School District, American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
• Represent the UNLV College of Education on various teacher pathway and academic policy
committees associated with the Clark County School District (CCSD), the fifth largest school district
in the nation and home to more than 328,000 students.
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• Chair the Teacher Education, Licensure Program, Field Placement (TELPFE) committee to ensure the
policies and procedures established by the Nevada Department of Education are aligned with our
current practices for our various programs.
• Establish community partnerships both face-to-face and virtual across educational, social, and
political realms; establish and maintain a customer relationship management system to keep
constituents engaged.
• Builds new partnerships for dual enrollment offerings, from initial contact to development of a
concrete timeframe for program implementation and provision of a list of course offerings, to
successful implementation and regular evaluation; in addition, oversee the UNLV COE Dual
Enrollment Program, which spans across 16 high schools and services more than 250 students per
semester.
• Develop, revise, and update the UNLV College of Education’s general recruitment plan and outcomes
semiannually, and sends updated metrics to the College’s departments and constituents.
• Serve as the liaison on the UNLV educational compliance team and ensures the UNLV college of
education programs comply on both the state and national level for more than 50 license screening
programs.
• Creating coordinated efforts via social media, gaining over 15,000 engagements and posting three
times a week across multiple platforms, including Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. Work with the
graduate assistant for the Office of Educator Preparation to curate content and build recruitment
campaigns to attract specific audiences for the various programs in the UNLV College of Education.
• Collaborate with UNLV offices around the campus to ensure the UNLV College of Education grantfunded groups and fellowships (NITEP, Teach Nevada, Dual Enrollment) are enrolled in courses,
receiving stipends (if eligible), and are in compliance with the University’s academic standards.
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, NV
2019
Interim Co-Director for the UNLV Faculty Center
•

•

•

•

•
•

December 2018 – October

Develop strategic marketing plan to attract faculty and staff members to workshops, sessions,
and trainings hosted by the Faculty Center. Staff and faculty include, but not limited to:
academic faculty, administrative faculty, faculty-in-residence, part-time instructors, graduate
assistants (teaching assistants)
Increase efficiency of the Faculty Center from the Fall to Spring semester by reducing the
number of events (sessions, workshops, trainings) by more than 50% (23 events in the Fall to
10 in the Spring) and increasing attendance by more than 40% (153 attendees in the Fall to 280
in the Spring)
Communicate with more than 4500 faculty and staff members, including part-time instructors,
teaching assistants, and post-docs by sending over 50,000 emails correspondents through email,
mail merge, and CRM (Mailchimp) inviting faculty and staff to utilize the Faculty Center for
resources on teaching development, career development, and research opportunities
Meet with multiples departments on campus to discuss opportunities for collaboration and
provide an avenue for various units to host workshops, trainings, and best practice sessions that
will better equip faculty and staff with the tools to be successful with student interaction
Design, implement, and assess programs for faculty members that will aide in their
development in the areas of research, teaching, and career
Work very closely with the Office of Faculty Affairs, the Provost Office, and the Office of
Diversity Initiatives to provide faculty members with the necessary skills and strategies to
reduce implicit bias and become more equitable and inclusive in the classroom, i.e. “Closing
the Achievement Gap” workshop; “Educational Equity” symposium.
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•

Create academic community scenarios in which faculty can express themselves and network
with other faculty members from across disciplines who may have similar experiences.

University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, NV
October 2019
Graduate Recruitment and CRM Specialist
•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

2014

–

Create, maintain, and assess all recruitment functions within the UNLV Graduate College, including
marketing to over 10,000 prospective students, hosting over 100 recruitment events, and providing
career and educational counseling for over 3,000 students
Provide training to Graduate Coordinators, Department Chairs, and Deans on how to grow
department/program enrollment, develop a 3-5 year department recruitment plan, implement
targeted recruiting, and host sessions within the individual departments
Establish relationships with external feeder constituents, including local state college, surrounding
institutions with limited to no graduate and/or professional programs, Veteran Services, TRIO
programs, community-based organizations, local companies, and national companies
Host enrollment management presentations and workshops on behalf of the 150 different graduate
programs on campus, at potential partnership colleges, across the Las Vegas Valley and surrounding
areas
Work closely and provide mentorship to the various graduate clubs and organizations to host student
events geared around research, development, and collectiveness
Work closely with the International Recruitment Specialist for the UNLV Graduate College to
market, promote, and attract over 3000 potential international students to the institution through
online chat sessions and rooms, virtual presentation, and strategic messaging
Create communication flowcharts to market and encourage students to apply and enroll during
various phases of the admissions funnel and life cycle
Developed and continuously revise a Graduate Faculty Resource page and a “Recruitment
Menu” to offer departments and/or Graduate Coordinators over 20 different services provided
by the UNLV Graduate Recruitment team, more especially to establish recruitment plans,
increase the applicant pool, and develop marketing initiatives with the respective
departments/programs

Nevada State College
Henderson, NV
2014
Director of Admissions and Recruitment
•

November

February 2011 – October

Oversaw the daily operations of the Office of Admission, managed procedures and process from the
initial prospect status to the matriculated enrolled status, and supervised a 15-member staff including
admission counselor, transcript processors, admissions and records staff, and student workers
Facilitated outreach and matriculation plans that resulted in 10% increase of new student applications
and newly enrolled students
Implemented and maintain a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) System (Velocify Salesforce) to ensure constant communication with over 8,000 prospective, applicants, and currently
enrolled students to assist them from the point of prospect to matriculation
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•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Built and maintain 150+ queries through both PeopleSoft and our CRM to analyze prospective and
student data from semester to semester while maintaining data integrity and ensuring accuracy, and
presented data to the executive cabinet, colleagues and staff members using easy to understand
language, charts, and tables.
Work with CCSD, parents, teachers, deans, and the Registrar’s Office to coordinate dual credit
courses, and maintain constant communication with the schools to ensure smooth transitions in both
traditional high school courses to dual credit courses, then from high school to the School of
Education
Streamlined the prospective and applicant process, including the utilization of technology to
document the more than 2,800 “unscheduled” walk-ins that came into the office annually who
needed access to the following services: unofficial evaluations, admissions counseling, pre-academic
advising, application and transcript assistance, and other services provided by the Office of
Admissions
Coordinate counseling/advising appointments, high school and transfer recruitment visits,
prospective student on-campus visits on a weekly basis
Constructed and evaluated policies and procedures for the Office of Admissions to ensure that
policies were aligned with standards as outlined by the American Association of Collegiate
Registrars and Admissions Officers (AACRAO) and the National Association of College
Admissions Counselors (NACAC), mission of the college, and up to standards with the Board of
Regents and NSHE
Cultivated relationships with the Registrar, Office of the Registrar, Financial Aid, and the Academic
Advising Center to ensure smooth transition in student statuses from admittance to enrolled, entering
and articulating all transcripts, and participate in graduation and commencement activities
Managed a departmental budget ($100,000), allocating funds to various entities such as recruitment
events, travel, mileage, student worker salary, and CRM system

Nevada State College
Henderson, NV
2011
Integrate Module Lead, April 2009 – February 2012

September 2007 – February

Student Admissions Module
•

•

•

•
•

Held a thorough working and comprehensive understanding of the dynamics and various
aspects of the admissions, records, and recruitment process and utilization of Peoplesoft
functionality based on each module, i.e. online application, utilizing Peoplesoft in regard to
improving the tracking system of prospective students, matriculating an applicant to an
admitted student, etc
Strategically planned and built the components and logistics of the Student Admissions Module in
Peoplesoft, along with creating 25+ BPG’s (Business Processing Guides) for every action and
transaction within the Office of Admissions
Participated with other Module Leads from Student Records, Financial Aid, Academic Advising,
Security, and Training weekly to discuss the decisions made by Student Admissions and its impact
across the other modules
Conducted weekly trainings to teach the faculty, staff, and student workers on the uses of the module
and how to navigate the system, i.e. search for students, check admission status
Collaborated with the four community colleges within the NSHE system, the Student Admissions
Module Leads, and support staff to develop a uniformed online application

Admission Counselor/Academic Advisor
Recruitment
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•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Executed various recruiting tactics to encourage student across Clark County to attend Nevada State
College, i.e. High school cafeteria visits, auditorium style presentations, classroom presentations,
onsite registration, and evaluating transcripts
Created and fostered relationships with high school counselors, teachers, career coordinator, CAEO
(Center of Academic Enrichment and Outreach) UNLV, Public Education Foundation, and other
internal and external educators throughout the Las Vegas valley, discussing academic plans, course
curriculum, and campus visits to better prepare student before arriving at college
Instrumental in increased FTE (Full Time Enrollment) by 18% and 23% for the Fall and Spring
semesters respectively for two consecutive years
Provided individualized assistance to 1000+ students annually with the enrollment management
process in its entirety, i.e. application, registration, advising, financial aid, and orientation
Maintain constant communication via phone, office and school visits, and email with students
throughout all points of the enrollment process
Hosted and established academic advising session to incoming students on 18 high school campuses
across CCSD (Clark County School District)
Responsible for counseling and advising potential students at the local community college branches,
while conducting transfer events and visitations at the community college and creating relationships
with the transfer coordinators at the respective branches
Attended frequent educational recruiting events at the casinos, hospitals, businesses, etc. to capture
our non-traditional population

Advising
•

•
•
•
•

Developed a thorough knowledge on all academic catalogs, current and previous, at Nevada State
College for advising purposes with both new and returning students, as well as review Degree Audit
Reports for accurate advising
Created a dual role of admissions counseling and academic advising and provided training to the
staff on various methods of advising, including developmental, intrusive, and appreciative
Met with department chairs, deans, and other influential faculty member to discuss curriculum
alteration policy/procedure changes
Documented detailed note on recommendations, processes, and outcomes from the advising
appointment utilizing AdvisorTrac and Microsoft Excel
Revitalized an advising and retention system that was influential in increasing overall retention by
4% for two consecutive years

Other Responsibilities
•
•
•
•

Member of Nevada State College EMIT (Enrollment Management Instructional Task) committee
and Orientation Planning Team
Redesigning the format and content of recruitment material. i.e. viewbooks
Analyze SAT/ACT and transcript data to use as “At-Risk” and completion predictors
Cross-trained across the entire Enrollment Management division for student counseling purposes,
e.g. Financial Aid, application process, data entry

Emerging Faculty Fellow
Dillard University
July 2004 – July
2006
Freshman Advisor
• Provided academic and career advisement through leadership and mentorship to 500+ first year
students
• Facilitated advising and counseling sessions that ensured students made a smooth transition from
high school to college
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Instrumental in the increased retention of first-year students from the freshmen to sophomore year
by 16% (70% to 86%)
Conducted four different weekly 50-minute Introduction to College classes, where students learn
relative, internal and external college tools and strategies to successfully matriculate through the
college journey
Acted as the liaison between the freshmen, the Dillard staff and faculty, and other members of the
Dillard community
Developed interpersonal relationships with students by meeting biweekly and hosting small group
advising sessions
Trained in Noel-Levitz RMS (Retention Management System) and AS/400, and experienced in
group academic advising
Participant and presenter at regional retention conferences to stay current with FYE (First Year
Experience) trends and showcase our Jubilee Scholar’s Program
Administered and evaluated the College Student Inventory (CSI), Student Satisfaction Inventory
(SSI), and the Cooperative Institutional Research Program (CIRP) Freshmen Survey, and utilized
data to make advising and counseling decisions
Incorporated a comprehensive understanding of the academic catalog throughout all disciplines to
ensure accurate advising
Established mutually beneficial relationships with faculty members and analyzed Early Alert data,
i.e. lack of attendance, low test scores, missing assignments, etc.; scheduled appointments with
students to discuss causes of Early Alert status
Created an inclusion program to increase commuter students participation and encouraged the
holistic growth of off-campus student population at Dillard University
Developed strategic objectives to increase parental involvement by 10%, increase student
involvement in the university, and developed a paid group-tutoring program
Partnered with Student Affairs to be strategically active in the planning of Orientation and
Freshmen Week; activity planning, testing procedures, advising times, etc

Education
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, NV
Jan. 2012 –
Current
Doctoral Program in Workforce Development and
Organizational Leadership
Ph.D. expected August 2019
Dissertation – “An Analysis of Job Competencies and Job Descriptions Associated with Admissions
Counselors/Recruiters at 4-Year Public and Private Institutions; A Mixed Method Approach”
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, NV
2008
Master’s Program in Higher Education/ Educational Leadership
M.Ed. in May 2008
Capstone – “The Strength and Challenges of Recruiting in Clark County”
Dillard University
New Orleans, LA
2004
B.A. in Mass Communication, Minor in Psychology
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Aug. 2006 –May

Aug. 2000 – May

Teaching Experience - Courses Taught
COM 499 – Internship – Nevada State College, Henderson, NV (August 2018 – present)
•
This internship allows the student to work with an international, non-profit organization that has
more than 150,000 members who are committed to the betterment of mankind through social,
economic, cultural, and political action. The intern gains access to a large network of connections,
both internal and external constituents, through the members of the organization and their social
networks. These networks range across a myriad number of career disciplines and can lead to
future career and mentorship opportunities. In addition to a strong network, the intern develops or
enhances skills in the practical business and communication concepts through ARL (action research
learning) and “hands-on” experience, Marketing and Advertising, Public Relations and Event
Planning, Market Scans and CRM (Customer Relationship Management) training, Research and
understanding data, and Networking, Top level communication skills, both oral and verbal,
interpersonal relationships, and the ability to collaborate and build rapport with diverse groups of
constituents
Current Issues in Business (BUS 395) – Nevada State College, Henderson, NV (June 2019 – present)
• 3-credit course providing the foundation of the integrative nature of the business major’s
experience. The purpose of this class is to provide students with the basic knowledge of debate,
communication principles, theories, critical thinking skills, and the development of research in
both the face-to-face format, as well as the online format. Students expand their current
knowledge base with exposure to current events concerning business.
Business Internship (BUS 491) – Nevada State College, Henderson, NV (June 2019 – present)
• Course that exposes students to a new field and/or area of business. The course requires 10 to 15
hours of internship work per week, but can reach up to 20 hours per week dependent on the site’s
internship program criteria. In addition to completing regular internship hours, students complete
assignments related to their internship and engage in individualized and group meetings to
discuss their unique internship experience.
Civic Engagement in Urban Communities (GSC 300) - University of Nevada at Las Vegas, Las
Vegas, NV (August 2017 – present)
• Course introduces students to the principles of citizenship in a democratic society. This course
focuses on civic engagement, with particular emphasis given to how the urban environment is
used and divided and other urban issues in a multicultural and global context. Students explore
how race, gender, class, and access affects educational attainment, social capital, networking
opportunities, and overall democratic participation. Through this understanding, this course
explore societal issues and the roles citizens can play to positively impact their communities.
Argumentation and Debate (COM 217) – Nevada State College, Henderson, NV (Aug. 2016 –
present)
• The purpose of this course is to provide students with the basic knowledge of debate,
communication principles, theories, critical thinking skills, and the development of research in
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both the face-to-face format, as well as the online format. Students gain insight into the way
communication is received and debated from both the speaker or writer as well as the listener or
reader, be challenged to demonstrate argumentation and debate ability in front of peers, utilize
technology to effectively refute a policy via distance learning, and learn how to create rapport
with the audience both in the classroom and via online format.
Special Topics in Communication (COM 330) - Nevada State College, Henderson, NV (Aug. 2012 –
present)
• Course focuses on teaching students how to conduct mass media research, specifically content
analysis, and aims to develop a better understanding of how the cultural medium (news, music,
television, films) that are consumed are powerful influences and the rationale for the
statements/sentiments these products contain. In addition, the course introduces students to the
discourse of neoliberalism and guides them in conducting research that examines how rap music
may have been used to disseminate and legitimize this ‘regime of truth’.
Technologies in the Workplace (PUA 792) – University of Nevada at Las Vegas, Las Vegas, NV
(May 2013 – May 2015)
• Course focused on how to implement modern technology software and platforms, including
social media and cloud based products, into everyday workplace practices. Students learn how
best practices to market and promote services, products, and events via social media (Facebook,
Instagram, Pinterest, etc) and how top companies have been successful using these strategies;
gain an understanding of how customer relationship management (CRM) systems work and how
to implement using low cost cloud-based software (Constant Contact and MailChimp); build
efficient reports for work and how to make data driven decisions using various plug-ins for
Microsoft Excel and Google Sheet. Students also trace the origins of technology in the workplace
and how it has evolved to the present.
Fundamental of Speech Communication (COM 101) – Nevada State College, Henderson, NV (Aug.
2011 – present)
• Course that provides students with the basic knowledge on communication principles, theories,
and public speaking in both the face-to-face format, as well as the online format. Instruction
focuses on the way communication is effectively processed from both the speaker or writer as
well as the listener or reader, demonstrating public speaking ability in front of peers, utilizing
technology to communicate via distance learning, and creating rapport with the audience both
in the classroom and online format. Students also learn how to critically think, decipher
messages, and the underlying meanings within speech and language.
College and Career Success (CEP 123) – Nevada State College, Henderson, NV (Aug. 2008 – May
2012)
• One to two sections per semester that provided students with core skills that leads to successful
matriculation in college. Instruction focused on the student campus resources (advising,
financial literacy, getting involved) and aligning majors to career path for those students who
were working in careers (adult learners and non-traditional students). Strong emphasis was
placed on soft skills like self-awareness, goal setting, and learning styles, as well as on hard
skills like career development (resume writing, cover letters, and interviewing).
First-Year Experience – Dillard University, New Orleans, LA (Aug. 2004 – July 2006)
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• Four sections per semester that aided students in navigating the waters to college success and
making a smooth transition to the institution. Focused on both hard and soft skills from time
management and goal setting to identifying resources on campus and life success. Mandated
service learning projects to parallel academic learning to community engagement and see
oneself as a change agent outside of the campus.

Conference Presentations
(Presenter) “Centralized Support for Decentralized Recruitment” – Western Association of Graduate
Schools – Las Vegas, NV (March 2018)
(Presenter) “Successful Transitions: Reassessing Academic Attainment of Marginalized Students” –
American Association of Behavior and Social Sciences Conference – Las Vegas, NV (February
2018)
(Keynote Speaker) “Community Engagement = Academic Success” - 2017 UNLV Men of Color
Retreat – Las Vegas, NV (September 2017)
(Presenter) “Messages in the Music: The Presence and Patters of the Neoliberal Project in Rap
Lyrics” - 2017 Radical Consciousness Conference – Las Vegas, NV (April 2017)
(Presenter) “Whose Job Is It Anyway?” – Exploring Role Discrepancy in Both High School
Guidance Counselors and College Admissions Counselors using a Human Performance
Technology (HPT) Model - Western Association of College Admissions Counselors – San Jose,
CA (June 2014)
(Presenter) “Hip-Hop and Neoliberalism” – Hip-Hop U Symposium (UNLV) – Las Vegas, NV
(May 2014)
(Presenter) So I’ve Been Accepted To College…Now What? – NvSCA (Nevada School Counseling
Association) Annual Conference – Las Vegas, NV (February 2014)
(Presenter) So I’ve Been Accepted To College…Now What? – Nevada ACT State Organization
Annual Conference – Las Vegas, NV (February 2014)
(Facilitator) What to Expect When You’re Expecting – Myth vs. Reality: A Student’s Perspective on
the College Journey - Nevada ACT State Organization Annual Conference – Las Vegas, NV
(February 2014)
(Presenter) “Building a Global Economy by Investing in the Disadvantaged: An Analysis of Black
Economic Empowerment in South Africa” - University of Nevada, Las Vegas Graduate and
Professional School Association Graduate Research Symposium – Las Vegas, NV, (March 2012)
(Presenter) “But I Got Good Grades in High School…How to Determine the Preparedness, or Lack
thereof, of Students Transitioning to College” – 6th Annual Nevada School Counseling Association
– Las Vegas, NV, (February 2012)
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(Presenter) “Forming Mutual Beneficial Relationships between High School/College Counselors to
Ensure Effective College Tours” – 6th Annual Nevada School Counseling Association – Las Vegas,
NV (February 2012)
(Presenter) “Going to College in Nevada” – 82nd Annual Nevada Association for Career Technical
Education Conference – Lake Tahoe, NV (July 2008)

Professional Development Workshops
(Co-Trainer) “Unconscious Bias Training” – Nevada State College: Center for Equity, Diversity,
and Inclusion (CEDI) – Las Vegas, NV (March 2021)
(Co-Trainer) “Creating Equity and Inclusivity in the Classroom” - UNLV College of Education:
First and Second-Year Seminar Classes – Las Vegas, NV (September 2020)
(Presenter) – “Beating the Odds: A Holistic Approach to Student Development and Achievements” –
ACT State Organization College and Career Readiness Conference – Las Vegas, NV (January
2020)
(Presenter) “Creating Dynamic Teams through Effective Communication” - Fort Mojave Indian
Tribe Council Training – Laughlin, NV (June 2017 & 2018)
(Presenter) “Graduate College Recruitment Communications and Best Practices” – UNLV Grad
Council and Grad Coordinator training – Las Vegas, NV (December 2017)
(Presenter) “Be a Superstar: Celebrity Top Strategies for Networking” – Destination College Nevada
– Las Vegas, NV (March 2017)
(Presenter) “Creating Rapport and Building Effective Networking Strategies” – Nevada State
College Business Department – Henderson, NV (February 2016)
(Presenter) “But I Got Good Grades in High School…How to Navigate the First Year of Your
College Journey”– 33rd Annual Cashman College Fair – Las Vegas, NV (October 2013)
(Presenter) “The Admissions Process” – Nevada State Faculty Development – Henderson, NV
(August 2013)
(Presenter) “College 101” – Nevada Go To College Initiative and Training for Parents and Students
– Las Vegas, NV (May 2013)

Committee, Campus, and Community Involvement
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President Elect – ACT State of Nevada Council
• Represent the state of Nevada at the State Organization meetings that focus on merging that gap
between education and workforce by fostering a platform for paralleled success
• State Conference Planning Committee member
Sponsorships Chair –CoNVerge: College Access and Success for All Nevadans
• Exhibitioner and Sponsorship Chair for the Annual CoNVerge Conference, an organization that is
comprised of college access practitioners, government officials, community partners, and
workforce readiness professional with the mission to streamline the college going process and
produce students who are prepared for life after undergrad
President – Las Vegas Alumni Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.
• Effectively lead a chapter of 150+ members in efforts to uplift the Las Vegas community through
scholarship, philanthropy, education, and achievement initiatives
• Oversee and execute fundraising initiatives in which the organization raises and distributes over
$65,000 annually to underserved members of the community (Thanksgiving drives, Christmas
initiatives, scholarships for graduating seniors and current UNLV students)
• Organized and spearhead a year-long internship program in which the interns gain competency in
event planning, marketing, public relations, networking, CRM, and research experience by
assisting with the coordination of the Chapter’s philanthropic events and earn up to six college
internship credits
Advisor – Black Graduate School Association (BGSA) UNLV Chapter
• Provide mentorship to the graduate student organization by providing insight on how to navigate
graduate school, professional development opportunities, outreach, and networking opportunities
with the UNLV family and constituents
Member – NACAC (National Association for College Admission Counseling)
Member – NAGAP (National Association for Graduate and Professional)
Member – WACAC (Western Association for College Admissions Counseling)
Faculty Senate Member – Nevada State College (2010-12)
Member – Nevada State College EMIT (Enrollment Management Instructional Task) committee
(2007-10)
Master Graduate – Rapport Leadership International
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